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INTRODUCTION

This brief focuses on the legality of certain actions, and the Constitutionality of certain Federal and State laws, with additional analyses against International Law—and, in addition, addresses various related torts, including (but not limited to) Predatory Lending and Contract Law. However, to set the tone for the paper, this much basic information is necessary: Since the middle of the 21st Century, College Tuition has gone up much faster than inflation, becoming more and more unaffordable, while American Higher education continues its decline, falling behind other nations. High school students are being “priced out” of a college education, and our nation suffers an academic drought, as a result. Another side-effect of this economic and social phenomenon is the fact that, for the first time in America's history, College Loan debt (aka: “Student Loan” debt) has now surpassed Credit Card debt, and now stands at about One Trillion Dollars (U.S.D. $1,000,000,000,000.00).

The author of the instant brief, Mr. Gordon Wayne Watts, is NOT a lawyer, however, it is believed that he knows something about law, and that review of this brief would not be a “waste of time”: Mr. Watts got 'yea' votes from nearly half his panel before Florida's High Court and, thus, came closer than all other parties combined in their attempts to “save Terri Schiavo” in his recent court action—doing better than former Fla. Gov. John Ellis 'Jeb' Bush (who also went before Florida's High Court—and garnered 0 of 7 votes on rehearing), or Terri Schiavo's own blood family (who only got about 33% of their Federal panel), to wit:

[1] In Re: GORDON WAYNE WATTS (as next friend of THERESA MARIE 'TERRI' SCHIAVO), No. SC03-2420 (Fla. Feb.23, 2003), denied 4-3 on rehearing.


Watts' bid to “save Terri” nearly worked, in spite of defending one aspect of opposing party, Michael Schiavo, regarding the now-famous 'Terri's Law':

[4] “AMICUS CURIAE BRIEF BY AMICUS GORDON WATTS in support of Appellee, Michael Schiavo’s petition to affirm”:
The discussion about Watts' involvement in the unrelated 'Terri Schiavo' case has no legal bearing upon the issues raised in the instant brief, in the case at bar; however, they are a Sine Quo Non necessary element in order to demonstrate that Mr. Watts' knowledge of the law is sufficient to ensure that This Court's review will not be a frivolous waste of time—in spite of the fact that Watts is not a lawyer.

This mounting 'Student Loan' debt has caused a soaring default rate as well. (Student Loans are almost never eligible for bankruptcy, like most other loans, since the 'Undue Hardship' standard is next to impossible to meet, so default is the only option available for lack of repayment, if automatic wage-garnishment does not satisfy the debt.) While the instant brief in the case at bar does not argue for a total “Loan Forgiveness” (sensing that this would be an unjustified “Free Handout”), nonetheless, it should be acknowledged up front that the financial crisis is of such pressure that over one-million people have recently signed a petition asking for partial relief through H.R. 4170, the Student Loan Forgiveness Act of 2012, which grants forgiveness after 10 years' of repayment to qualified borrowers. Please see this online petition started by well-known Students Rights advocate, Robert Applebaum, to verify this claim:

* http://SignOn.org/sign/support-the-student-loan

Cached / Saved copied here, in case SignOn's website is down:
* http://GordonWatts.com/FannyDeregulation/Million-Signature-Petition-SIGN-ON.JPG
* http://GordonWayneWatts.com/FannyDeregulation/Million-Signature-Petition-SIGN-ON.JPG
* http://GordonWatts.com/FannyDeregulation/Million-Signature-older-version-SIGN-ON.JPG
* http://GordonWayneWatts.com/FannyDeregulation/Million-Signature-older-version-SIGN-ON.JPG

“Online Petitions” normally should be ignored as unreliable, but this is an exception—here is why:

Please note that while one person may sign multiple times, he/she would have to create a separate account for each new signature, and, in all likelihood, it is tenable and safe to assume that most (if not all) the signatories utilised only one “SignOn” petition account. Also relevant is that there were 1,179,073 signatures as of 21 Oct. 2012, but as of 12 Nov. 2012, only 22 days later, there were 1,180,367 signatures, a difference of 1,294 signatures, or about 59 new signatures per day, which shows the rate has slowed down from its initial posting. Lastly, it is of key relevance that America has only about 314,753,238 citizens, as of 06:47am, Monday, 12 November 2012, according to the official U.S. Census website: http://www.census.gov/main/www/popclock.html Assuming that many people are either too young, too old, or unable to use computers, then perhaps only 200 Million citizens are even able to participate in this SignOn.org petition, asking for relief for excessive Student Loan burden grievances, caused (as the instant brief shows) largely by Government actions: Almost one-percent of America's entire computer-literate population has signed this petition, and it is not untenable to assume more would, had they been informed of its existence. One other thing needs to be mentioned: Alan Collinge reports at http://StudentLoanJustice.org/press-fact-sheet.html that: “There was never a rational basis for removing bankruptcy protections from student loans. Three decades ago people found to be discharging their loans shortly after graduation, while highlighted by media and pointed to as a rationalization for bankruptcy removal, turned out to be exceedingly rare. In fact, far less than 1% of all federal loans were actually discharged in bankruptcy.” Is Alan right? Yes: The recent 'urban legend' among some of the “rich & powerful” banker types that Congress had 'good' rationale for removal of bankruptcy protections from student loans, namely that many students were abusing this option by going to college, racking up large debts, & then refusing to pay is easily disproved: Default rates and overall college loan debt, good proxies for levels of bankruptcy filings, used to be very low in the past (back when bankruptcy was an option, and did not require the next-to-impossible 'Undue Hardship' test). However, it was only AFTER bankruptcy (and other Standard Consumer Protections) were removed that Student Loan Debt has, for the FIRST TIME in America's history, surpassed Credit Card Debt. Thus, the conclusion that the Student Loan crisis and Higher Education Bubble is real can not be denied. Therefore, with that introduction, the case at bar is timely and appropriate.
I. DUE PROCESS: Lack of Notice and Void for Vagueness issues

STATEMENT OF FACTS:

The 'Truth in Lending' protections of Federal Law passed by Congress were codified to provide protection against lack of notice and vague laws regarding loans in order to avoid offending Due Process:

“Truth in Lending Act. A federal (national) law that requires that most lenders, when they make a loan, provide standard form disclosures of the cost and payment terms of the loan.”


This law, in not restricting its application by limiting language, was not meant merely to protect some types of loans, but rather, all: The Federal Truth In Lending Act (Title 1 of Public Law 90-321; 82 Stat. 146; 15 U.S.C. § 160, et seq.) passed by Congress on May 29, 1968, was codified into Federal Law at 12 CFR 226 - TRUTH IN LENDING (REGULATION Z), which states, in pertinent part, that:

“The purpose of this regulation is to promote the informed use of consumer credit by requiring disclosures about its terms and cost.” (12 CFR §226.1, (b) Purpose.)


Even “Private Student Loans” (non-Federal loans from private lenders) are covered by 'Truth in Lending' protections under the Colour of Law – this, even after a recent change in Federal Law in 2010:

“New Truth in Lending Requirements [linebreak] New provisions in the Truth in Lending Act, implemented in February 2010, have resulted in a number of changes in the process of applying for and receiving private student loans.”

* http://www.indiana.edu/~sfa/types/loans_private.html

(“LOANS: PRIVATE STUDENT LOAN,” Indiana University – Bloomington, 2012)

“How most private student loans will have a disclosure statement similar to the information that is included on mortgage loans and car loans. This is because most private loans are covered by the Truth in Lending Act while federal loans are not. New disclosures for private student loans were mandatory as of February 14, 2010.” [Emphasis added in boldface and underline for clarity, not in original.]

http://www.studentloanborrowerassistance.org/understand-loans/finding-out-what-type-of-loan-you-have/

(“Not Sure What Type You Have?,” Student Loan Borrower Assistance, 2012)
“Truth in Lending Act Disclosures [linebreak] Students borrowing any **non-Federal loans** (e.g., **institutional or private loans**) must sign and acknowledge disclosure forms acknowledging the specific terms of each loan and stating that the student is aware of lower cost Federal loan alternatives.” [Emphasis added in boldface and underline for clarity, not in original.]

* [http://www.marquette.edu/mucentral/financialaid/ugrad_loans_index.shtml](http://www.marquette.edu/mucentral/financialaid/ugrad_loans_index.shtml)  
(“Loans,” Marquette University, 2012)

“Private Education Loan Disclosures [linebreak] **In accordance with the Truth in Lending Act**, students borrowing **private education loans** must receive three required disclosures from their lender of choice at the following stages of the loan process...” [Emphasis added in boldface and underline for clarity, not in original.]

* [http://www.columbia.edu/cu/sfs/docs/Grad_Fin_Aid/Private_Loans/index.html](http://www.columbia.edu/cu/sfs/docs/Grad_Fin_Aid/Private_Loans/index.html)  
(“PRIVATE LOANS,” Columbia University, undated, but current: Website accessed 2012)

Furthermore, plans are underway to amend Federal Law even further to afford Student Loan Borrowers additional 'Truth in Lending' information regarding their loans – including, but not limited to loan statements terms of the loan, terms, conditions, interest rates, and repayment options and programs of Federal student loans, etc.:

“A bill to amend the Truth in Lending Act and the Higher Education Act of 1965 to require certain creditors to obtain certifications from institutions of higher education, and for other purposes.”

* [http://www.govtrack.us/congress/bills/112/s2280](http://www.govtrack.us/congress/bills/112/s2280)  

In spite of the clear and unambiguous language delineating the purpose of the law to afford 'Truth in Lending' protections to all types of loans and all borrowers –and, obviously, to avoid offending Equal Protection – one type of loan is **not** covered by “Truth in Lending” protections—Federal Student Loans:

“Federal student loans are exempt from normal consumer, truth in lending protections. There is no analogous functionality within the lending industry for a guarantor or the functions they perform.”


“Her debt went from $3,500 to over $17,000 in ten years?! How could that be? [linebreak] It seems that Congress has removed nearly every consumer protection from student loans, including not only standard bankruptcy protections, statutes of limitations and **truth in lending requirements**, but protection from usury (excessive interest).” [Emphasis added in boldface and underline for clarity, not in original.]

“Most private student loans will have a disclosure statement similar to the information that is included on mortgage loans and car loans. This is because **most private loans are covered by the Truth in Lending Act while federal loans are not.** New disclosures for private student loans were mandatory as of February 14, 2010.” [Emphasis added in boldface and underline for clarity, not in original.]


Even the State of Texas' Office of the Comptroller acknowledges this disparity—and recommended change:

* http://www.window.state.tx.us/tpr/tprgg/wf07hed3.txt

“The Legislature should establish a "Truth-in-Lending" requirement to provide student loan borrowers with information on default, graduation and placement rates.”


“**Furthermore, [federal] student loans [which can almost never be discharged via bankruptcy, also] aren’t protected by state usury laws, the Truth in Lending Act, or the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act. They also have no statute of limitation on collection and cannot be refinanced.** All of this means that student loans don’t have to have fair market interest rates and the holders of the debt can pretty much be hounded for the rest of their lives by collection agents until the loan is repaid. [line-break] The fun doesn’t stop there, because if a student defaults on their loan, their debt goes into collection which tacks on another 25 percent to the loan as part of the collection fee. About 25 percent of all student loans go into default. For those of you paying attention to the news, you might remember that during the subprime mortgage meltdown, defaults were at 25 percent, too. But unlike home loans, students cannot walk away from education loans. And for all of this madness, the government and SallieMae walk away with billions in profits. It’s win-win for everyone but the students.” [Emphasis added in bold and underline for clarity.]


**Besides lacking Truth In Lending protections, Federal Student Loans also can not usually be discharged in Bankruptcy Proceedings, as all other loans:**

“...Student loans are unique to [all] other forms of debt. Unlike home or business loans, student loans cannot be discharged via bankruptcy unless the student can prove paying the loan would be an undue hardship. This is a high standard to prove because in order to qualify for it, a student would essentially have to show they’d be homeless if forced to pay their loans back.”


“Student loans were dischargeable in bankruptcy prior to 1976. With the introduction of the US Bankruptcy Code (11 USC 101 et seq) in 1978, the ability to discharge education loans was limited. Subsequent changes in the law have further narrowed the dischargeability of education debt.”

* http://www.finaid.org/questions/bankruptcyexception.phtml ("Student Loan Bankruptcy Exception,” Kantrowitz, Mark, FinAid, Copyright © 2012 by FinAid Page, LLC. All rights reserved, brief Fair Use quote)
“Student Loans & Bankruptcy” (Student Loan Borrower Assistance Project, a program of the National Consumer Law Center) “Student loans are not usually discharged in bankruptcy. It is difficult, but not impossible, to do so if you can show that payment of the debt “will impose an undue hardship on you and your dependents.”

* [http://www.studentloanborrowerassistance.org/bankruptcy](http://www.studentloanborrowerassistance.org/bankruptcy)

(“Student Loans & Bankruptcy,” Student Loan Borrower Assistance, © 2012 Student Loan Borrower Assistance, brief Fair Use quote)

“Student Loans In Bankruptcy” (Lawyers.com) “Student loans are not dischargeable in bankruptcy unless you can show that your loan payment imposes an "undue hardship" on you, your family, and your dependents. Non-dischargeable debts are those debts that you cannot totally eliminate when you file for bankruptcy and will have to be paid by you. It is almost impossible to show an undue hardship unless you are physically unable to work and the chances of your obtaining any type of gainful employment in the future are non-existent.”

* [http://bankruptcy.lawyers.com/Student-Loans-In-Bankruptcy.html](http://bankruptcy.lawyers.com/Student-Loans-In-Bankruptcy.html)

(“Personal Bankruptcy and Student Loans,” Lawyers.com, Copyright © 2012 LexisNexis, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved, brief Fair Use quote)

“In the normal course of bankruptcy, student loans will not be discharged or forgiven. However, after the proceedings are over, an adversary proceeding can take place in bankruptcy court to decide if you meet all three of the hardship rules or tests. In this adversary proceeding, the student loan creditors will be present to challenge your hardship request. You must be able to satisfy all three of the following tests in the eyes of the court:

• If you were forced to repay the student loan, then you will not be able to maintain a minimal standard of living.

• You are able to present evidence that this financial hardship will continue for a significant period of time over the remaining term of the student loan.

• A good faith effort was made to repay your student loan before you filed for bankruptcy. Effectively this means you have been faithfully repaying your college loan for a minimum of five years. If your loan is discharged, you will not have to repay the remainder of the money owed these creditors. However, you may have trouble getting a student loan of any kind in the future.”

“Student Loan Bankruptcy Options,” MONEY-ZONE.COM [Emphasis added in bold-faced underline for clarity; not in original]


The Courts agree with the standards set forth in the MoneyZine.com article, above. In the famous 'Brunner' case, The U.S. Court of Appeals for the 2nd Circuit recently held:

“As noted by the district court, there is very little appellate authority on the definition of "undue hardship" in the context of 11 U.S.C. Sec. 523(a)(8)(B). Based on legislative history and the decisions of other district and bankruptcy courts, the district court adopted a standard for "undue hardship" requiring
a three-part showing: (1) that the debtor cannot maintain, based on current income and expenses, a "minimal" standard of living for herself and her dependents if forced to repay the loans; (2) that additional circumstances exist indicating that this state of affairs is likely to persist for a significant portion of the repayment period of the student loans; and (3) that the debtor has made good faith efforts to repay the loans. For the reasons set forth in the district court's order, we adopt this analysis.


One of the major ramifications of the lack of 'Truth In Lending' requirements of Federal Law is the fact that Student Loan Borrowers are not told that their loans are lacking in all Standard Consumer Protections, including, of course, the ability to obtain bankruptcy in most cases:

List of 6 Common 'Standard Consumer Protections' – Student Borrowers are not told of their absence when they take out the loan:

1) Lack of statutes of limitations,
2) Adherence to usury laws,
3) Fair Debt & Collection practices,
4) The Free Market rights to refinance if a lender comes along with a lower rate –or, most notably,
5) It is next to impossible for Student Loans to be eligible for bankruptcy –and, of course,
6) The lack of the “Truth in Lending” protection denies a student borrower the rights to know that he or she is not protected by “Truth in Lending.” (Ironically, the very law itself prevents the borrower from knowing about said law.)

STANDARD OF LAW:

Due Process and other 'retained' rights are guaranteed in the 5TH, 9TH, and 14TH Amendments to the U.S. Constitution:

- “No person shall...be deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law.” (Am. 5)
- “The enumeration in the Constitution, of certain rights, shall not be construed to deny or disparage others retained by the people.” (Am. 9)
- “No state shall...deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law.” (Am. 14, Sec. 1)
The U.S. Supreme Court has generally held these Clauses as providing four protections:

1. **Procedural Due Process (PDP)**, in both civil and criminal proceedings, is the right to fundamental fairness, which guarantees a party the “right to be heard” in such proceedings, ensures all parties receive “proper notification” throughout the litigation, and requires adjudicating courts both be impartial regarding the matter before them, basing their decision a decision resting solely on the law and evidence adduced –as well as have “appropriate jurisdiction” to render judgment, and in some cases retained counsel, if desired, and a statement from the adjudicator of reasons for the decision and evidence relied on. **PDP is violated when a government harms a person without first following the exact course of the law, thus denying their legal rights under the law.** This constitutes a violation of Constitutional Due Process (of Procedure), which offends the rule of law, as the courts have generally held:

   “…the decisionmaker's conclusion as to a recipient's eligibility must rest solely on the legal rules and evidence adduced at the hearing...should state the reasons for his determination and indicate the evidence he relied on...And, of course, an impartial decisionmaker is essential.” Goldberg v. Kelly - 397 U.S. 254, at 271 [internal citations omitted for brevity] (1970)


   “In Goldberg, the Court held that the pre-termination hearing must include the following elements: (1) "timely and adequate notice detailing the reasons for a proposed termination"; (2) "an effective opportunity [for the recipient] to defend by confronting any adverse witnesses and by presenting his own arguments and evidence orally"; (3) retained counsel, if desired; (4) an "impartial" decisionmaker; (5) a decision resting "solely on the legal rules and evidence adduced at the hearing"; (6) a statement of reasons for the decision and the evidence relied on. 397 U.S. at 397 U. S. 266-271. In this opinion, the term "evidentiary hearing" refers to a hearing generally of the type required in Goldberg.” Ibid, at Footnote 4

State Courts agree:

“When facts are to be considered and determined in the administration of statutes, there must be provisions prescribed for due notice to interested parties as to time and place of hearings with appropriate opportunity to be heard in orderly procedure sufficient to afford due process and equal protection of the laws...” Declaration of Rights, §§ 1,12. McRae v. Robbins, 9 So.2d 284, 151 Fla. 109. (SUPREME COURT OF FLORIDA, EN BANC) (Fla., July 10, 1942)

“Delay in the prosecution of a suit is sufficiently excused, where occasioned solely by the official negligence of the referee, without contributory negligence of the plaintiff, especially where no steps were taken by defendant to expedite the case.” Robertson v. Wilson, 51 So. 849, 59 Fla. 400, 138 Am.St.Rep. 128. (Fla. 1910)
2. **Substantive Due Process (SDP)** also applies to both civil and criminal proceedings. **SDP is a well-established case law standard for courts to enforce limits on legislative and executive powers & authority** [e.g., failures on the part of “the more politically accountable branches of government.”]. **SDP prohibits both federal and State governments from depriving any person of so-called “unnamed rights” guaranteed under the 9TH AMENDMENT to the U.S. Constitution, such as the right to “life,” “property,” and various “liberties.”**

“The enumeration in the Constitution, of certain rights, shall not be construed to deny or disparage others retained by the people.” (Am. 9) Some examples of these fundamental rights include the right to privacy, to travel, vote, to work in a particular job of one's choosing, the right to to marry, or even the right to raise one's children as a parent. The Courts have generally held that government may not restrict fundamental rights or freedoms without a compelling reason. In other words, SDP makes a distinction between, on one hand, acts by persons (either public or private in nature) that courts hold are subject to public regulations and/or legislation, and on the other hand, acts that courts place beyond the reach of governmental interference. When courts recognise a Constitutionally-based “right” or “liberty,” it then renders laws seeking to limit said “right” either totally or partly unenforceable. A denial of SDP only occurs when (taking into account the seriousness of your deprivation and including the added risk of an erroneous deprivation) your loss of the process you claim is owed you outweighs the government's interests in not affording you the process in question: “...identification of the specific dictates of due process generally requires consideration of three distinct factors: first, the private interest that will be affected by the official action; second, the risk of an erroneous deprivation of such interest through the procedures used, and the probable value, if any, of additional or substitute procedural safeguards; and, finally, the Government's interest, including the function involved and the fiscal and administrative burdens that the additional or substitute procedural requirement would entail. See, e.g., Goldberg v. Kelly, supra at 397 U. S. 263-271.” Mathews v. Eldridge, 424 U.S. 319, at 335 (1976)

3. **Prohibition Against Vague Laws** is a standard of American case law that states that a given statute is “Void for Vagueness” (VFV), and thus unenforceable if it is too vague for the average citizen to understand its meaning or application. For example, a statute might be Unconstitutionally void for vagueness if a citizen of average intelligence cannot generally determine which conduct is prohibited, who are regulated, or what punishment may be imposed. The VFV doctrine is normally applied to criminal statutes, but applies to civil statutes also. The U.S. Supreme Court, in Grayned v. City of Rockford, 408 U.S. 104, at 108-109 (1972) [footnotes omitted for brevity], Justice Thurgood Marshall writing for the court, held: “It is a basic principle of due process that an enactment is void for vagueness if its prohibitions are not clearly defined. Vague laws offend several important values. First, because we assume that man is free to steer between lawful and unlawful conduct, we insist that laws give the person of ordinary intelligence a reasonable opportunity to know what is prohibited, so that he may act accordingly. Vague laws may trap the innocent by not providing fair warning. Second, if arbitrary and discriminatory enforcement is to be prevented, laws must provide explicit standards for those who apply them. A vague law impermissibly delegates basic policy matters to policemen, judges, and juries for resolution on an ad hoc and subjective basis, with the attendant dangers of arbitrary and discriminatory application. Third, but related, where a vague statute "abut[s] upon sensitive areas of basic First Amendment freedoms," it "operates to inhibit the exercise of [those] freedoms." Uncertain meanings inevitably lead citizens to "steer far wider of the unlawful zone' . . . than if the boundaries of the forbidden areas were clearly marked."
4. **Incorporation of the Bill of Rights:** The incorporation of the Bill of Rights (or incorporation for short) is the process by which American courts have applied portions of the U.S. Bill of Rights as legally binding on the states. Prior to the 1890s, courts held the Bill of Rights only to apply to the Federal Government. Under the Incorporation Doctrine, most provisions of the Bill of Rights now also apply to state & local governments, by virtue of the Due Process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment of the Constitution, and, of course, Article VI, Clause 2 of the United States Constitution, known as the Supremacy Clause, which establishes the U.S. Constitution, Federal Statutes, and U.S. Treaties as "the supreme law of the land." The text decrees these to be the highest form of law in the U.S. legal system, and mandates that all state judges must follow federal law when a conflict arises between federal law and either the state constitution or state law of any state. In cases where the courts have refused to “incorporate” certain portions of the Bill of Rights, of course, the Supremacy Doctrine would not be binding on the states here, in which case, 'States' Rights,' are protected by the 10TH Amendment to the U.S. Constitution: “The powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the states, are reserved to the states respectively, or to the people.” (Am.10)

**So, in short – Due Process protects against:** 1. Denial of proper procedure; 2. 'Bad' Laws; 3. Hard-to-understand Laws; and, 4. The courts have held that many (but not all) portions of the Bill of Rights applies to the states.

**SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT: DUE PROCESS REQUIRES PROPER NOTICE**

“The loan companies will argue that the youngsters who signed for the college loans were of legal age and should have known what they were signing...It's hard even for most loan officers to make heads or tails of the fine print in the documents they are putting before 18-year-olds.”

at: [http://public.shns.com/content/editorial-how-support-our-troops-honest-loans](http://public.shns.com/content/editorial-how-support-our-troops-honest-loans)
at: [http://www.newschief.com/article/20121023/NEWS/210235002](http://www.newschief.com/article/20121023/NEWS/210235002)

(“How to support our troops -- honest loans,” by Dale McFeatters, Scripps Howard News Service, 10-19-2012)

Related article: “Colleges Offer Veterans Classes to Ease Transition,”

The changes in Federal Law, which struck the requirement for Student Borrowers to be afforded proper notice of the terms on the Loan Instrument (in order to satisfy Fundamental Due Process regarding notice) obviously also constitute “Vague Laws,” which also offend additional Constitutional Prohibitions Against Vague Laws the standard of American case law that states that a given statute is “Void for Vagueness” (VFV), and thus unenforceable if it is too vague for the average citizen to understand its meaning or application.
ARGUMENT: LACK OF PROPER NOTICE VIOLATES FUNDAMENTAL DUE PROCESS

Lack of proper notice to a borrower that his or her loan lacked ALL Standard Consumer Protections - that's akin to a buyer NOT being told his or her car had BAD BRAKES = huge liability issue. Insofar as the Federal Law sees to it that the student borrowers are not told, this of course is a violation of the borrower's Due Process, as well. Bankruptcy is a Free Market check on easy loans, and needs to be restored so the Higher Ed Bubble will be put into check –and prevent another bubble as in the 'easy loan' Housing bubble. However, even in the absence of the threat of another 'Bubble,' the borrowers' rights to protection from 'Void for Vagueness' laws is in violation and protected by case law and Constitutional Law. The issue of the 'Bubble,' is just an additional, 'practical,' reason to do what is right.

Other examples of how this would be Unconstitutional:

1) BUSINESS LOANS: Let's say the Federal Law made company employees and CEO's personally liable for loans made to the corporation, prohibited borrowers from ever being eligible for bankruptcy protection or ability to refinance, or even 'statutes of limitations,' and then allowed automatic wage-garnishment from all their paycheck, tax refunds, and even Social Security, disability, and retirement. But, let's say that the law did not require borrowers to have “notice” of the terms of the loan instrument. QUESTION: “Would the lenders truthfully be able to say that 'ignorance of the law' is not an excuse?” ANSWER: Legally, yes. Constitutionally, no. The law would deny Fundamental Due Process and, of course, be 'Void for Vagueness,' within the legal definition. (Plus, there would be an outcry, as the rights of many very power business leaders would be abridged.)

2) BUSINESS PURCHASES: Let's say a person bought a car which the seller knew had bad brakes, but did not notify the buyer, and there subsequently was a wreck with huge damages, due to defective equipment. Let's also say that State and Federal Law permitted the seller to fail to notify the buyer of this. QUESTION: “Would the seller truthfully be able to say that 'ignorance of the law' is not an excuse?” ANSWER: Legally, yes. Constitutionally, no. This would be both a huge liability issue, as well as a denial of Fundamental Due Process.

3) MEDICAL LOANS: Let's say the Federal Law made it permissible for loans for emergency medical procedures (either by a private bank or by the hospital) to be prohibited from ever being eligible for bankruptcy protection or ability to refinance, or even 'statutes of limitations,' and then allowed automatic wage-garnishment from all their paycheck, tax refunds, and even Social Security, disability, and retirement. But, let's say that the law did not require borrowers to have “notice” of the terms of the loan. QUESTION: “Would the lenders truthfully be able to say that 'ignorance of the law' is not an excuse?” ANSWER: Legally, yes. Constitutionally, no.

4) HOUSING LOANS: Let's say the Federal Law made it permissible for housing loans to be prohibited from ever being eligible for bankruptcy protection or ability to refinance, or even 'statutes of limitations,' and then allowed automatic wage-garnishment from all their paycheck, tax refunds, and even Social Security, disability, and retirement. But, let's say that the law did not require borrowers to have “notice” of the terms of the loan. QUESTION: “Would the lenders truthfully be able to say that 'ignorance of the law' is not an excuse?” ANSWER: Legally, yes. Constitutionally, no.
5) CREDIT CARD LOANS: Let's say the Federal Law made it permissible for Credit Card loans to be prohibited from ever being eligible for bankruptcy protection (except in very rare circumstances) or ability to refinance, or even 'statutes of limitations,' and then allowed automatic wage-garnishment from all their paycheck, tax refunds, and even Social Security, disability, and retirement. But, let's say that the law did not require borrowers to have “notice” of the terms of the loan. QUESTION: “Would the lenders truthfully be able to say that ‘ignorance of the law’ is not an excuse?” ANSWER: Legally, yes. Constitutionally, no.

6) STUDENT LOANS: Let's say the Federal Law made it permissible for student loans to be prohibited from ever being eligible for bankruptcy protection (except in very rare circumstances) or ability to refinance, or even 'statutes of limitations,' and then allowed automatic wage-garnishment from all their paycheck, tax refunds, and even Social Security, disability, and retirement. But, let's say that the law did not require borrowers to have “notice” of the terms of the loan. QUESTION: “Would the lenders truthfully be able to say that 'ignorance of the law' is not an excuse?” ANSWER: Obviously, this situation is identical to the cases in 1-5 above, but the law does not protect student borrowers' Fundamental Due Process Rights as in 1-5, above. This is an Equal Protection violation in that sense, not just a violation of Fundamental Due Process, and 'Void for Vagueness' standards, as well as a huge liability issue. [However, there is little or no action because, unlike the situation in #1, above, “Student Borrowers” do not have political clout, and this is not unlike the situation in the 1860's America, in which African Americans were told by the U.S. Supreme Court that they lacked the rights of a human: America's Highest Court held, by a overwhelming margin of a 7-2 split decision, "...that the negro might justly and lawfully be reduced to slavery for his benefit." -Chief Justice Roger B. Taney, writing for the Court. Dred Scott v. John F. Sanford, 15 L.Ed. 691; 19 How. 393; 60 US 393 at 407 (December Term, 1856). “Student Borrowers,” like African Americans of that period, lacked political “clout” to convince the courts or lawmakers to afford them their due rights.]

7) QUESTION: Why are citizens falling under categories 1-5 protected, but those in #6 unprotected? ANSWER: Most probably this is due to the lack of political clout of the struggling college students, not unlike the plight of all other social or political minorities: Women, Blacks, Native American Peoples, etc., all who have struggled to avoid oppression, suppression, and denial of rights.

8) QUESTION: Would **you** like to have vague laws forced upon you? Then, don't allows it on others, many of whom have suffered material harm as a result, and who have taken out loans that, otherwise, they would not have taken out.

9) STATEMENT: If you don't think the student borrowers' rights are important, watch out: When (not 'if,' but 'when') Federal Law changes, you could be the next victim.

CONCLUSION: THE CHANGES IN FEDERAL LAW ABROGATE DUE PROCESS IN RE. NOTICE AND CONSTITUTE LAWS VOID FOR VAGUENESS

The Federal 'Truth in Lending' Laws governing notice of a student loan borrower's rights and responsibilities, which are Fundamental Rights of Due Process, are unconstitutional due to a Constitutional Prohibition Against Vague Laws, as American courts have held that a given statute is a violation of Fundamental Due Process due to being “Void for Vagueness” (VFV), and thus unenforceable if it is too vague for the average citizen to understand its meaning or application, since, as in this case, Federal Statues governing student loans are Unconstitutionally void for vagueness since a citizen of average intelligence cannot generally determine which conduct is prohibited (general bankruptcy filings), who are regulated (student loan borrowers), or what punishment may be imposed.
(garnishment of wages, tax refunds, Federal disability, retirement, or even Social Security checks). Thus, the claim by the Scripps Howard News Service, supra, that “It's hard even for most loan officers to make heads or tails of the fine print in the documents they are putting before 18-year-olds” is a correct claim, based on fact.

II. 13TH AMENDMENT ISSUES

STATEMENT OF FACTS:

Student Loan borrowers are often in debt for life for loans far in excess of the original principles, due to no less than 3 factors:
   1) Interest;
   2) Fees; and;
   3) A hugely-inflated original principal, the last of which is due to exceedingly large 'tuition inflation.'
   4) In addition, their wages, tax returns, even Social Security and Disability checks can be automatically garnished without need for a court order—an unprecedented power to compel payment, something not seen even in Credit Card cases, the latter of which require a litigation, and a subsequent court order, to compel payment.

STANDARD OF LAW:

- “Neither slavery nor involuntary servitude, except as a punishment for crime whereof the party shall have been duly convicted, shall exist within the United States, or any place subject to their jurisdiction.” (Am. 13, Sec.1)
- “Congress shall have power to enforce this article by appropriate legislation.” (Am. 13, Sec.2)

ARGUMENTS:

Wage-garnishment for student loans, which can last for a life-time, and can not be discharged in bankruptcy proceedings, as in every other type of loan instrument, legally constitutes a form of involuntary servitude—and many times this is due to deprivation of many Fundamental Constitutional rights, not just poor judgment in borrowing, which makes it an even greater deprivation of various 5TH and 14TH AMENDMENT Due Process and Equal Protection rights, not to other mention 9TH and 13TH AMENDMENT rights.

CONCLUSION:

Student Loan borrowers would already be deprived of their 13TH AMENDMENT rights if they had proper notice of the requirements of law, since no other type of loan—even undisputed and legitimate loans of all other types—are denied Standard Consumer Protections—including, of course, the right to obtain bankruptcy. Student Loans can very rarely (almost never) be discharged in bankruptcy (the standard is much higher than that for loans under similar terms, such as Credit Card debt, another form of unsecured loan), and they lack Truth in Lending protections (at least Federal Student Loans do). This lack of protection via “Truth in Lending” laws, of course, constitutes a Prohibition Against Vague Laws. For those reasons, the 13TH AMENDMENT prohibition against involuntary servitude is aggravated and violated to an even greater degree than were it to merely apply to an otherwise legitimately administered loan, one which was not a form of ‘Predatory Lending.’
III. CONTRACT LAW: BREACH OF CONTRACT / TORTIOUS INTERFERENCE

STATEMENT OF FACTS:

TERMS OF LOAN CONTRACT WERE CHANGED AFTER THE FACT

Some “Student Loans” were made by lenders during a period in which Federal Bankruptcy Law permitted the student loan borrowers to discharge their loans in bankruptcy, just as every other type of loan in America (and even in every civilised country in which human rights are not suppressed by an oppressive regime) is permitted. In those cases where the loans were made by the Federal Government, altering the terms of the loan constituted a 'Breach of Contract' on the part of one party (the Government). In such cases where loans were made by private entities, this change in Federal Law, altering the Terms of the Contract, would, legally, be distinguished from that particular tort, supra, and, instead, legally constitute a 'Tortious Interference' of an existing contract.

The US Bankruptcy Code at 11 USC 523(a)(8) provides an exception [commonly known as the “Undue Hardship” exception, and defined by The Courts, in Brunner v. N.Y. State Higher Ed. Svs. Corp., supra] to bankruptcy discharge for education loans. Below, are 'Fair Use' excerpts, from the website of nationally-recognised expert, Mark Kantrowitz, showing selected items in the history of the legislative language in this section of the US Bankruptcy Code. These facts are well known to This Court, however, as proof for any doubters, and to verify this Statement of Fact in this brief, herein, see selected 'Fair Use' excerpts infra:

• “1976: A regulation precluded the discharge of education loans made by the government or a non-profit college or university during the first 5 years of repayment. Previously education loans were dischargeable in bankruptcy without any exceptions.”
• “1978: Initial enactment of the exception to discharge for education loans made by the government or colleges and universities. Loans were dischargeable if they had been in repayment for 5 years or represented undue hardship.”
• “1984: The Bankruptcy Amendments and Federal Judgeship Act of 1984 (P.L. 98-353, 7/10/1984) changed the language excepting loans from a "nonprofit institution of higher education" by striking the words "of higher education". This opened the door for private student loans to be excepted from discharge.”
• “2005: An amendment enacted by the Bankruptcy Abuse Prevention and Consumer Protection Act of 2005 (P.L. 109-8, 10/17/2005) added an exception to discharge for qualified education loans, which includes most private student loans. Before this amendment only private student loans made under a "program funded in whole or in part by a governmental unit or nonprofit institution" were excepted from discharge.”
• “2006: The wage garnishment amount was increased from 10% to 15% by the Deficit Reduction Act of 2005 (P.L. 109-171, 2/8/2006).”
• Source: Selected 'Fair Use' excerpts from “Student Loan Bankruptcy Exception,” by Mark Kantrowitz, FinAid.com: http://www.finaid.org/questions/bankruptcyexception.phtml
STATEMENT OF LAW:
A contract typically must have certain “Sine Quo Non” essential elements in order to be enforceable:

- Mutual consent and Understanding: “The parties to the contract have a mutual understanding of what the contract covers. For example, in a contract for the sale of a "mustang", the buyer thinks he will obtain a car and the seller believes he is contracting to sell a horse, there is no meeting of the minds and the contract will likely be held unenforceable.” (“Contract Law - An Introduction,” By Aaron Larson, ExpertLaw.com, Law Offices of Aaron Larson, October, 2003; Last Reviewed Dec., 2010. http://www.expertlaw.com/library/business/contract_law.html)

- Offer and Acceptance: Both the offer by the seller and the acceptance by the buyer are necessary here.

- Mutual Consideration – A mutual exchange of something of value: For example, a seller of a vehicle might receive money, whilst the buyer receives the vehicle. Both items must have value to fulfill this requirement.

- Performance AKA “Delivery”: In order for one party to have a legitimate cause to sue for “breach of contract,” it must show the court that it performed all of its duties & obligations under the contract, and that the other party did not.

- Good Faith: “It is implicit within all contracts that the parties are acting in good faith. For example, if the seller of a "mustang" knows that the buyer thinks he is purchasing a car, but secretly intends to sell the buyer a horse, the seller is not acting in good faith and the contract will not be enforceable.” (“Contract Law - An Introduction,” By Aaron Larson, ExpertLaw.com, Law Offices of Aaron Larson, October, 2003; Last Reviewed Dec., 2010. http://www.expertlaw.com/library/business/contract_law.html)

LAW: ** BREACH OF CONTRACT **

The United States Court of Appeals, Eighth Circuit held that:

"the district court did not err in awarding the full price of each contract as damages for appellants' breach of contract in this case. We also hold that the district court did not erroneously award double damages to appellees. We affirm.”
(Paramount Pictures Corp. v. Metro Program Network, Inc., et al., 962 F.2d 775, U.S. Cir.Ct. App., 8th Cir., April 16, 1992)

LAW: ** TORTIOUS INTERFERENCE **

The U.S. Constitution prohibits the Government from “Tortious Interference,” that is, interfering with the a contractual agreement, in this case, a Loan Contract. In other words, unless the parties are terms of the contract violate the law, all private contracts are “self-enforcing agreement”:

“No State shall enter into any Treaty, Alliance, or Confederation; grant Letters of Marque and Reprisal; coin Money; emit Bills of Credit; make any Thing but gold and silver Coin a Tender in Payment of Debts; pass any Bill of Attainder, ex post facto Law, or Law impairing the Obligation of Contracts, or grant any Title of Nobility.”
(U.S. Const., Art. I, Sec. 10, Clause 1; Emphasis added in bold-underline; not in original)

The 'Contract Clause' prohibits states from enacting any law that retroactively impairs contract rights.
The Contract Clause applies only to state legislation (not court decisions), but, as the Federal Government's enactment of laws applies to all States, it also obviously applies this prohibition of interference to Federal Laws as well. The Framers of the Constitution added this clause in response to the fear that states would continue a practice that had been widespread under the Articles of Confederation—that of granting "private relief." Legislatures would pass bills relieving particular persons (predictably, influential persons) of their obligation to pay their debts. One of the debts that lenders owed borrowers is, of course, to avoid engaging in Loan Contracts which are in violation of the “Good Faith” elements of well-settled Contract Law.

FEDERAL COURTS AGREE WITH THIS INTERPRETATION OF THE U.S. CONSTITUTION

Tortious interference, also known as intentional interference with contractual relations, in the common law of torts, occurs when a person intentionally damages the plaintiff's contractual or other business relationships. The United States Court of Appeals For the First Circuit, citing Comey v. Hill, 438 N.E.2d 811, 816 (Mass. 1982), held that:

“The elements of the tort are uncontroversial: to prevail on a tortious interference claim, a plaintiff must demonstrate (1) that she had a business relationship, (2) that the defendant knew of this relationship, (3) that the defendant intentionally and maliciously interfered with the relationship, and (4) that the defendant's actions harmed her. Comey v. Hill, 438 N.E.2d 811, 816 (Mass. 1982).” (Zimmerman v. Direct Federal Credit Union, et al., 262 F.3d 70, U.S. Ct.App., 1st Cir., Sept. 4, 2001)

Although the specific elements required to prove a claim of tortuous interference vary from one jurisdiction to another, they typically include the following:
1) The existence of a contractual relationship or beneficial business relations between two parties.
2) Knowledge of that relationship by a third party.
3) Intent of the third party to induce a party to a relationship to breach the relationship.
4) Lack of any privilege on the part of the third party to induce such a breach.
5) Damage to the party against whom the breach occur

Source: “Tortious Interference,” U.S. Alliance of Collision Professionals:
http://www.usacp.org/Law/Legal(mix)/FEDERAL/Tortious%20Interference.pdf

ARGUMENTS – When the Federal Government changed the terms of the Loan Contract after the fact—changing the rules “mid-flight” (to remove, after-the-fact, all the Standard Consumer Protections), this breached the explicitly laid-out Terms of the Loan Contract of Student Borrowers.

The Courts have also found that you can't change the rules “mid-flight”:

“As to late-fee income, Capital One seeks to retroactively change accounting methods years after it selected and implemented an alternative method. The purported change would reduce Capital One's taxable income for 1998 and 1999 by approximately $400,000,000. To allow such changes without the prior consent of the Commissioner would roil the administration of the tax laws, sending revenue projection and collection into a churning and unpredictable state. Belated attempts to change accounting methods "would require recomputation and readjustment of tax liability for subsequent years and impose
burdensome uncertainties upon the administration of the revenue laws." Pac. Nat'l Co. v. Welch, 304 U.S. 191, 194, 58 S.Ct. 857, 82 L.Ed. 1282 (1938). For that reason, the Supreme Court has held that once a taxpayer has reported income according to a particular method it must live with that choice—the taxpayer has "made an election that is binding upon it and the commissioner." Id. at 195, 58 S.Ct. 857."

cf: [http://www.ca4.uscourts.gov/Opinions/Published/101788.P.pdf](http://www.ca4.uscourts.gov/Opinions/Published/101788.P.pdf)

In cases when the Federal Government was the lender, this constituted a “Breach of Contract.” In such cases where the loans were made by private entities, this interference by the Federal Government legally constitutes “Tortious Interference.” Let’s apply the legal test to verify this argument:

1) Student Loan borrowers and pre-1976 lenders had a contractual business relationship between the parties.
2) There was knowledge of that relationship by a third party, the U.S. Government
3) The “Intent of the third party to induce a party to a relationship to breach the relationship” can be demonstrated by the change in the Federal Laws governing Student Loans that, retroactively change the terms of the Loan Contract.
4) There was a lack of any privilege on the part of any third party to induce such a breach: Neither lender nor borrower could, independently, change the terms of the Loan Contracts, which, of course, included full Bankruptcy Protections, and all other “Standard Consumer Protections.”
5) There, obviously, was damage to the parties against whom the breach occurred: Student Borrowers were thrown for a loop, by a denial of Due Process and proper notice here, and materially harmed, as they were sold a bad bill of goods, sold the Loan Contract on false pretenses, that is, through Predatory Lending, as the terms were changed “mid-flight.”

**CONCLUSION** – The US Government is guilty of Breach of Contract (in cases where they were the lender) and of Tortious Interference (in cases where they were not).

**IV. CONTRACT LAW: IMPLIED WARRANTY / GOOD FAITH**

**STATEMENT OF FACTS:** It is common knowledge that Student Borrowers take out loans with an unwritten and unspoken guarantee to the buyer that goods purchased conform to ordinary standards of care and that they are of the same average grade, quality, and value as similar goods (e.g., other loans, taken out under similar terms, such as Credit Card Loans, also an unsecured loan) marketed under similar circumstances.

**STANDARD OF LAW: IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY**

In common law, an “implied warranty” is a contract law term for certain assurances that are presumed to be made in the sale of products due to the circumstances of the sale. These assurances are characterized as “warranties” irrespective of whether the seller has expressly promised them orally or in writing. For example, an implied warranty of merchantability is an unwritten and unspoken guarantee to the buyer that goods purchased conform to ordinary standards of care and that they are of the same average grade,
quality, and value as similar goods sold under similar circumstances. For example, when you go to purchase supermarket produce, you assume the food is fresh and edible. This has been codified in the “Uniform Commercial Code”:

“Unless excluded or modified (Section 2-316), a warranty that the goods shall be merchantable is implied in a contract for their sale if the seller is a merchant with respect to goods of that kind.” (U.C.C., Art. 2., Sec. 3, § 2-314(1))

Federal Case Law also upholds this standard. The United States Court of Appeals, Fifth Circuit held: “Since the Act, in turn, allows a private action for breach of implied warranty, the Magnuson-Moss Act does permit, as a matter of federal law, the recovery of damages for personal injury.” (Boelens, et al. v. Redman Homes, Inc., et al., 748 F.2d 1058, 53 USLW 2339, 1985-1 Trade Cases 66,376, U.S. Ct. of App., 5th Cir., Dec. 20, 1984)

In a seminal case, The U.S. Supreme Court held:

“That he did not exact an express warranty against latent defects, not discoverable by inspection, constitutes, under the circumstances, no reason why a warranty may not be implied against such defects as were caused by the mode in which this false work was constructed.” (Kellogg Bridge Co. v. Hamilton, 10 U.S. 108, 3 S.Ct. 537, 28 L.Ed. 86, January 14, 1884)

Subsequent FEDERAL Courts, including The United States Court of Appeals, Eleventh Circuit, citing Cheminova Am. Corp. v. Corker, 779 So.2d 1175, 1180 (Ala.2000), agree with this guarantee of an implied warranty:

“("Unless specifically disclaimed, implied warranties are created upon the sale of goods."); Cheminova Am. Corp. v. Corker, 779 So.2d 1175, 1180 (Ala.2000).” (Spain v. Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corporation, et al., 363 F.3d 1183, U.S. Ct. of App., 11th Cir., March 29, 2004)

In fact, even a lack of privity (a close, mutual, or successive relationship to the same right of property or the power to enforce a promise or warranty) is of no concern to preclude breach of “implied warranty” claims – The United States Court of Appeals, Sixth Circuit, citing Heritage Res., 774 N.W.2d at 343 held:

“(“The fact that plaintiffs lacked any privity of contract with [defendants] is of no consequence since the claims involved a breach of implied warranties.” (citing Heritage Res., 774 N.W.2d at 343)). Therefore, the district court did not err by reinstating Farley’s implied-warranty claim.”


See also: http://www.investopedia.com/terms/i/implied-warranty.asp#ixzz2AljlR2gP

The “implied warranty” is accepted as valid due to “Good Faith” implicit within the contact. (That is, without Good Faith, no party can safely assume that an “an implied warranty of merchantability” will be honoured.

ARGUMENTS: 'UNCLEAN HANDS' AND 'GOOD FAITH' DOCTRINES

The Doctrine of Unclean Hands, sometimes summarised as: “those seeking equity must do equity,” and also sometimes called the “Dirty Hands” doctrine, is an equitable defense in which one party (either defendant or plaintiff) argues that the opposing party is not entitled to obtain an equitable remedy on account of the fact that said party is acting unethically or has acted in bad faith with respect to the subject of the complaint—that is, with "unclean hands". This doctrine, therefore, is a sister vein in Common Law to the “Good Faith” doctrine.

See e.g.;:

* [http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/unclean-hands-doctrine.html](http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/unclean-hands-doctrine.html)
and:

Since all other loans in the entire world (America, and any and all other nations) permit the discharge of loans via Bankruptcy Proceedings, then there was an implied warranty of merchantability on the part of the tendering of the Student Loans. (Student Loans can be discharged in bankruptcy, but the standards are so much more difficult as to practically be nonexistent.) Since it is implicit within all contracts that the parties are acting in good faith, where both parties are not being intentionally deceived, these lenders are not acting in good faith and the loan contract can not legally be enforced.

CONCLUSION – The lenders, both private and the Federal Government in its role as lender (and possibly also the U.S. Government in its role as Guarantor of loans), did not act in 'Good Faith' and are guilty of a violation of the terms of Implied Warranty of Merchantability of said loans.

V. CONTRACT LAW: UNCONSCIONABILITY

STATEMENT OF FACTS: The relative 'Bargaining Power' of the lenders is extremely and grossly unequal, due to several factors, including (but not limited to) the following:

1) The Federal Government (but not private lenders) have unequaled and unprecedented powers to compel repayment of the loan.
2) The lenders make Student Loans, whose principle (even before Interest and late fees) is grossly inflated due to “Tuition Inflation,” which is a result of the fact that Congress continues to raise Loan Limits, thus preventing any incentive of Colleges/Universities to keep tuition down. However, in addition to this, American Higher Education also has an illegal monopoly on the market, which further drives Tuition Inflation.
3) Student Loans made by both Federal and Private lenders have no Statute of Limitations.
4) The U.S. Department Of Education makes $1.22 for every dollar of defaulted loans, thereby giving them an incentive to see loans go into default, and incentive to urge Congress to continue raising Loan Limits on Student Loans, which, of course, drastically increase the default rate. (Most other types of bankrupted or defaulted loans, by contrast, result in a material loss for the lender in question, thereby providing a Free Market incentive to help the borrower avoid default, offering incentive to avoid making huge, unrepayable loans.)
5) Students are unable to obtain bankruptcy except in the nearly impossible “Undue Hardship” standard
FACTS – 1) POWERS TO COMPEL REPAYMENT:

“This page discusses debt settlement for defaulted federal student loans. The US Department of Education has very strong powers to compel payment of defaulted student loans, including garnishment of wages and Social Security benefits, income tax refund offset and blocking renewal of professional licenses. Federal student loans cannot generally be discharged in bankruptcy unless the borrower can demonstrate undue hardship in an adversary proceeding. The availability of income-based repayment, which reduces the loan payments to an affordable level, makes bankruptcy discharge of federal student loans very rare. But the US Department of Education does occasionally settle debt for less than what is owed.” [Emphasis in bold-underlined for clarity; Not in original]

*** “Student Loan Debt Settlements,” FinAid.org, by Mark Kantrowitz
http://www.finaid.org/loans/settlements.phtml

FACTS – 2) ILLEGAL MONOPOLY

Students in America generally have no other place to go for Higher Education—which has a corner and a monopoly on the market. This is an undisputed fact. To prove this “Statement of Fact,” let's look at the Dictionary Definition of a “Monopoly,” which is an American English term that was derived from the Greek 'monos' (Lit. 'μόνος,' alone or single) and 'polein' (Lit. 'πωλε ν,' to sell). The definitions below verify the claim that a 'monopoly' exists when a specific merchant --or group of merchants--is the only supplier of a particular commodity (such as Higher Education). Monopolies, due to their inherent lack of viable substitute goods, are thus characterized by a lack of economic competition to produce the good or service at a reasonable cost to consumers. Here is proof of this “Statement of Fact”:

“mo·nop·o·ly [muh-nop-uh-lee]
noun, plural mo·nop·o·lies.
1. exclusive control of a commodity or service in a particular market, or a control that makes possible the manipulation of prices. Compare duopoly, oligopoly.”
Source: http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/monopoly

“mo·nop·o·ly (m-np-l)
n. pl. mo·nop·o·lies
1. Exclusive control by one group of the means of producing or selling a commodity or service: "Monopoly frequently ... arises from government support or from collusive agreements among individuals" (Milton Friedman).”
Source: http://www.thefreedictionary.com/monopoly

“mo·nop·o·ly noun \mə-nə-p(ə)lē\ plural mo·nop·o·lies
Definition of MONOPOLY

1 : exclusive ownership through legal privilege, command of supply, or concerted action”
Source: http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/monopoly

Statement of Fact: American Colleges and Universities hold a “monopoly” on Higher Education for American citizens, by the commonly accepted dictionary definition.

* http://www.finaid.org/questions/bankruptcyexception.phtml

(“Student Loan Bankruptcy Exception,” by Mark Kantrowitz, FinAid.com)

“Her debt went from $3,500 to over $17,000 in ten years?! How could that be? [linebreak] It seems that Congress has removed nearly every consumer protection from student loans, including not only standard bankruptcy protections, statutes of limitations and truth in lending requirements, but protection from usury (excessive interest).” [Emphasis added in boldface and underline for clarity, not in original.]

http://www.alternet.org/story/155408/grandmothersSocial_security_garnished_for_student_loans_time_to_fix_the_broken_student_debt_system?page=entire


“Furthermore, [federal] student loans [which can almost never be discharged via bankruptcy, also] aren’t protected by state usury laws, the Truth in Lending Act, or the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act. They also have no statute of limitation on collection and cannot be refinanced...” [Emphasis added in bold and underline for clarity.]


(“The Truth About Escaping Student Loans,” LegalMatch Law Blog, by Andrew Dat on September 9, 2010 in Bankruptcy)

FACTS – 4) The “$1.22 recovered for each dollar of defaulted loan” proposition:

“It is most disturbing, however, that recent analysis of the President’s Budget data reveals that even the US Department of Education, on average, recovers $1.22 for every dollar paid out in default claims. Assuming generous collection costs, and even allowing for a nominal time value of money of a few percent (the governments cost of money is very low), it still appears that the federal government, even, is making a pretty penny from defaults.”


(“Why College Prices Keep Rising,” by Alan Collinge, via: Peter J. Reilly, contributor, 3/19/2012 @ 6:43AM, Forbes.com)

“About 85 percent of student loans that are defaulted will be collected in the end. Not only that, but the government expects to collect up to $1.22 on every dollar of student loans that are outstanding and in default. About 10 percent is made on defaulted debt for credit card businesses.”

* http://www.egyptindependent.com/node/466576

(“Unemployment and growing debt leads college value to be questioned,” by Janno W, Fri, 10 June 2011 – 09:57, EgyptIndependent.com)
“Current estimates are that 85 percent of all defaulted students loans will end up being collected. Not only that, but the government expects to collect up to $1.22 on every dollar of student loans that are outstanding and in default. Credit card companies, by comparison, usually make about 10 percent of all defaulted debts back.” (“Value of college questioned with high loans and unemployment,” by Peter Stone, MONDAY, JUNE 6TH, 2011, PersonalMoneyStore.com)
* http://personalmoneystore.com/moneyblog/2011/06/06/value-of-college/

“The colleges steer students towards loans. The federal education department actually makes $1.22 for every dollar paid out in default claims.” (“Drilling Down: The Student Loan Crisis,” by Michael Miller, Friday, 11 May 2012 00:00, Anton Community Newspapers)

“Based on the figures provided by the White House budget for fiscal 2011, the federal government expects gross recovery of between $1.10 and $1.22 for every dollar of defaulted student loans. It also indicates that about $49.9 billion of Federal Family Education Loan and Federal Direct Lending Program loans are also in default.” (“Government Student Loan 2011,” StudentLoanInfo.org, 2007)

“Defaulting on student loans is not such a bad thing for the government. According to White House budget figures for fiscal 2011 ending in September, the federal government expects gross recovery between $1.10 and $1.22 for every dollar of defaulted student loans.” (“Defaulted student loans are a cash cow for the federal government,” by Lisa Phillips, March 21, 2011, RebuildCreditScores.com)

“In 2011, the Department of Education recovered $1.22 to the dollar on defaulted loans. While the department says the net recovery (or, minus the collection costs) is just $0.85 -- that's still four times the recovery rate of credit card debt. Bloomberg TV's Carol Massar has the details on the Great Student Debt Collector.” (“Government as the Great Student Debt Collector,” Bloomberg Television, August 7 at 5:00pm) * http://www.facebook.com/BloombergTelevision/posts/328927460534321

“The margins on college-loan-sharking are so grotesquely fat that the government even rakes in a juicy cut: In 2010 the Department of Education reported collecting $1.22 for every dollar in defaulted student loans it had guaranteed - and that's after the sharks and their shareholders and the obligatory outright fraud had taken their first round of cuts.” (“Column: The student loan crisis that can't be gotten rid of,” by Maureen Tkacik, Reuters.com, Wed., Aug 15, 2012 5:31pm EDT)
and: http://mobile.reuters.com/article/idUSBRE87E13L20120815?irpc=932

“If there's any industry that has mastered the art of the loophole, it's high-cost lending. When faced with unwanted regulation, lenders are well-practiced at finding an opening that will allow them to charge triple-digit interest to their customers.” (“Federal agency seeks to restrict payday loans: Agency headed by former Ohio Attorney General Richard Cordray tackles controversial industry,” By Paul Kiel, ProPublica, Sunday 29 March 2015, The Sandusky Register)

(Emphasis added by bold-face and underline in prior two citations, comparing college-loan-sharking to payday loans, as they are both abuses in interests & fees. ~Editor)
“What is almost unbelievable: Even the Department of Education (According to the President’s Budget), gets back $1.22 for every dollar they pay out in default claims for Federal Family Education Loan Program (FFELP) loans. Even subtracting generous collection and other costs from this profit still leave them clearly in the black.”

*http://www.newyorkartworld.com/commentary/WhatCongressCanDo-2012.html*  

“The recovery figures are quite generous when compared with other corners of consumer debt. Banks, for example, often retrieve less than 10 cents on the dollar from overdue credit cards. [line-break] According to White House budget figures for fiscal 2011 ending in September, the federal government expects gross recovery of between $1.10 and $1.22 for every dollar of defaulted student loans. An estimated $49.9 billion of Federal Family Education Loan and Federal Direct Lending Program loans are in default, out of a total $713.4 billion outstanding, as of Sept. 30. **Those amounts include only principal balances, not interest.**”  
[Emphasis in bold-face & underline added for clarity, not in original] *http://www.ibhe.org/newsdigest/NewsWeekly/010611.pdf*  
(ILLINOIS BOARD OF HIGHER EDUCATION, citing the WSJ article, infra:) *http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748704723104576061953842079760.html*  

**FACTS – 5) Bankruptcy is nearly impossible for College loans:**

“There is a simpler way to cut the Gordian knot of rising debt and college costs, one that would help desperate graduates in the short term and lower the cost of college in the long term. The answer is bankruptcy relief for both federal and private student loans. **Since 1998, federally subsidized student loans have been non-dischargeable in bankruptcy, except in rare cases involving permanent disability or death.** Since 2005, **even private, unsubsidized student loans** -- the fastest-growing, highest-cost type of student loan, tantamount to putting college on your credit card -- **have been immune to bankruptcy claims,** as well. **Without bankruptcy, lenders have little interest in negotiating.**”  
*http://www.cnn.com/2012/04/26/opinion/kamenetz-obama-higher-education/index.html*  
(“Obama should push bankruptcy relief for student loans,” by Anya Kamenetz, Special to CNN, updated 7:42 PM EDT, Thu April 26, 2012)

Other areas of the instant brief, inter alia, quoting nationally recognised Higher Ed expert, Mark Kantrowitz in the “DUE PROCESS: Lack of Notice and Void for Vagueness issues” section, as well as the “Contract Law: Breach of Contract / Tortious Interference” section, address the next-to-impossible “Undue Hardship” standard for discharge of College Loans.

These citations to The Law regarding Student Loan Bankruptcy, which verify the facts above, are hereby incorporated in this section and in this instant Brief as if fully set forth verbatim herein.
STANDARD OF LAW:

Very similar to “Good Faith” is the issue 'Unconscionability':
In many cases the meaningfulness of the choice is negated by a gross inequality of bargaining power, legally defined as “Unconscionability,” and involving the evaluation of four factors…
1. The relative harshness of the term in question, including the importance of the legal right that is affected
2. The manner of presentation of the term in the agreement
3. The relative bargaining power of the party against whom the term is asserted
4. The commercial justification for the term

Williams v. Walker-Thomas Furniture Co., 350 F.2d 445 (U.S. D.C.Cir., COA, 1965) held that if unconscionability is present at the time a contract is formed, the court can choose not to enforce the contract.

Inquiry into the relative bargaining power of the two parties is not an inquiry wholly divorced from the general question of unconscionability, since a one-sided bargain is itself evidence of the inequality of the bargaining parties. This fact was vaguely recognized in the common law doctrine of intrinsic fraud, that is, fraud which can be presumed from the grossly unfair nature of the terms of the contract. See the oft-quoted statement of Lord Hardwicke in Earl of Chesterfield v. Janssen, 28 Eng. Rep. 82, at 100, and: 2 Ves. 155 (1751):

“(Fraud) may be apparent from the intrinsic nature and subject of the bargain itself; such as no man in his senses and not under delusion would make.”

And cf. Hume v. United States, supra Note 3, 132 U.S. 406, at 413, 10 S.Ct. 134, at 137, 33 L.Ed. 393, December 13, 1889, where the Court characterized the English cases as 'cases in which one party took advantage of the other's ignorance of arithmetic to impose upon him, and the fraud was apparent from the face of the contracts.'

ARGUMENTS: UNCONSCIONABILITY

In this case, the meaningfulness of the choice to enter into the Student Loan Contract is negated by a gross inequality of bargaining power, and thus 'Unconscionable':

1. The relative harshness of the term in question, including the importance of the legal right that is affected: Student Loan Debt is documented to be so high that it can not be repaid, nor discharged in Standard Bankruptcy Proceedings, except in very unusual circumstances.
2. The manner of presentation of the term in the agreement: Students are rushed through a maze of documents, and told to sign them, or else they will not be able to continue with their education.
3. The relative bargaining power of the party against whom the term is asserted: The repayment of the debt is automatic wage-garnishment, no court order is needed, and with no statute of limitations.
4. The commercial justification for the term: The U.S. Department of education, lenders, and loan companies involved make so much off students due to Interest, Excessive Fees, and a vastly-inflated principle loan in the first place, as to not constitute any commercial justification. This is especially true in light of the fact that these three (3) entities make far more off Student Borrowers than do Credit Card companies, whose loan terms are on similar terms, including the unsecured nature of the loans in question.
Since it is a common understanding when one takes out a loan, that one must, if able, repay it, this makes sense, on three levels:

1) Legally (what is Constitutionally and Legally required by Statutory and Case Law on the State & Federal levels)
2) Morally (that which is “morally” right in the eyes of current social mores, standards, and public policy)
3) Practically (what is practically possible, and helpful to the public as a whole)

The “legal” points are addressed in this Position Paper, herein.

The “moral” points are left up to each reader to take up with his or her own religion, but shall be treated in a separate part of this brief to The Courts.

The “practical” problems with prohibiting bankruptcy are numerous, but one huge one is the following: When there are no realistic means for Student Loan borrowers to discharge their loans in bankruptcy, the student in on the hook for life, and the U.S. Department of Education recovers $1.22 for every dollar paid out in default claims, and thus both the Dept of Ed as well as lenders make far more money when students defaulted on their loans than if the student borrower were afforded Standard Consumer Protections which all other loans have. This “profit” motive deprives those powerful political entities from persuading the U.S. Congress to keep “Student Loan Limits” at a reasonable level, and, obviously, the unrealistically high loan limits induce the colleges & universities to raise the price of tuition to match the increased borrowing ability, thereby utilising their position of a monopoly on Higher Ed to prevent students from obtaining an affordable education, and thereby vastly increasing defaults, since loan amounts are unrealistically high, and next-to-impossible to pay back.

To show the truth and correctness to the claim, above, consider what would happen if Student Loans were dischargeable in bankruptcy: The U.S. Dept of Ed (as well as lenders) would realise a material loss when a student borrower defaults, and both parties supra would use their political clout to force Congress to lower “Loan Limits” to reasonable levels, and tuition would drop like a rock to reflect the Free Market pressures of students who were unable to take out “million dollar” loans. (Hyperbole exaggeration to illustrate.) Then, of course, reasonably-sized loans would be easier to manage, and the default rate would also drop like a rock.

As a “practical matter,” lower tuition would translate into far less Student Loan defaults, and save the taxpayer a boatload of monies (since taxpayer funds make and/or guarantee almost all current Student Loans, with “private” student loans comprising only a minority of the market.) This would also lighten the impossibly heavy “debt burden” on the backs of student loan borrowers. Banks and other lenders would be very unhappy they could not pillage students any longer, and colleges would have to live within their means –like they did in the past, when college was affordable –but they would survive – albeit with slightly smaller 6-figure and 7-figure salaries –and slightly less unnecessary “bells and whistles,” like fancy dorms, extravagant programs, and endless research projects. However, colleges would survive –as they did in the past.

**CONCLUSION:**

The Student Borrower, probably, under law, has some legal (and moral) duty to repay that portion of the loan which would normally be expected, had there not been any fraud or Predatory Lending present at the time these Student Loan Contracts were formed.
However: Fraud is apparent from the intrinsic nature and subject of the bargain itself, since no person in their right mind would chose to be enslaved for a life-time—and compelled under force to repay, in some cases, 5 or 10 times their original Student Loan (already at an inflated principle due to “Tuition Inflation”), with no Statute of Limitations. Since unconscionability was present at the time these Student Loan Contracts were formed, the meaningfulness of the choice is negated by a gross inequality of bargaining power. The “meaningfulness of the choice” is further negated by the fact that there is an illegal monopoly, discussed supra—and infra:

When both the government and private lenders have an unlimited Statute of Limitations on these huge “cash cow” College Loans, automatic wage and Disability check garnishment (for Federal Loans, which comprise the majority of Student Loans), and when “defaulted” loans make the Dept of Ed a material profit if they default, and without bankruptcy or, for that matter, any Standard Consumer Protections, lenders have little interest in negotiating with student borrowers to help them avoid “default.”

Therefore, this one-sided bargain is itself evidence of the inequality of the bargaining parties, and the court should choose not to enforce the illegal contract under the original terms.

VI. MONOPOLY / PRICE-GOUGING

STATEMENT OF FACTS: Students are forced to endure a monopoly by the legal textbook definition of the term. That fact was verified as true, supra, and the discussions regarding “Monopoly,” supra, are hereby incorporated in the 'Statement of Facts,' here, and in this instant Brief as if fully set forth verbatim herein.

STANDARD OF LAW – According to Princeton University (and as supported by the courts)


1. **Total suppression of free competition is not necessary to vitiate a combination of entities acting in concert to form an illegal monopoly.**
2. **A monopoly need not refer to one single company, but may refer to a group of entities, acting in concert.**
3. **Anti-Trust Laws, prohibiting illegal monopolies, apply even if there is the absence of an intentional conspiracy within the parties.**

1. **Total suppression of free competition is not necessary to vitiate a combination of entities acting in concert to form an illegal monopoly. In a seminal ruling on monopolies, The U.S. Supreme Court held:**

   “To vitiate [impair, Destroy, or otherwise negate the legal validity of ] a combination [of entities engaging in a monopoly] such as the act of Congress [e.g., the statute of July 2, 1890, commonly known
as the Anti-Trust Act, and entitled "An act to protect trade and commerce against unlawful restraints and monopolies." 26 Stat. 209] condemns, it need not be shown that such combination, in fact, results, or will result, in a total suppression of trade or in a complete monopoly, but it is only essential to show that, by its necessary operation, it tends to restrain interstate or international trade or commerce, or tends to create a monopoly in such trade or commerce, and to deprive the public of the advantages that flow from free competition." [Emphasis added in bold and underline for clarity; not in original.]

(Northern Securities Co. v. United States, 193 U.S. 197 at 198-199, U.S. Sup. Ct., March 14, 1904)

2. A monopoly need not refer to one single company, but may refer to a group of entities, acting in concert: Although a 'monopoly' sometimes refers to one single company, which holds a corner on the market, The Courts have held that a group of entities may constitute a monopoly:

The U.S. Supreme Court, in AMERICAN NEEDLE, Inc., infra, citing Copperweld Corp. v. Independence Tube Corp., 467 U.S. 752, held that that parties within a corporate entity or closely held affiliate (e.g. a wholly owned or controlled subsidiary) are to be treated as a single entity under Section 1 of the Sherman Antitrust Act's antitrust laws (despite the possible treatment as separate entities under corporation law), and therefore prohibited from illegal monopolisation of the market – even if no intentional conspiracy is involved.

3. Anti-Trust Laws, prohibiting illegal monopolies, apply even if there is the absence of an intentional conspiracy within the parties:

“The relevant inquiry is therefore one of substance, not form, which does not turn on whether the alleged parties to contract, combination, or conspiracy are part of a legally single entity or seem like one firm or multiple firms in any metaphysical sense. The inquiry is whether the agreement in question joins together “separate economic actors pursuing separate economic interests,” Copperweld, 467 U.S., at 768, such that it “deprives the marketplace of independent centers of decisionmaking,” id. , at 769, and therefore of diversity of entrepreneurial interests and thus of actual or potential competition.”

(AMERICAN NEEDLE, INC. v. NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE et al., 538 F. 3d 736, reversed and remanded, U.S. Sup. Ct., May 24, 2010)

The Court, in American Needle, supra, reasoned that while the NFLP's decisions about licensing are a concerted activity and, thus, are covered by Section 1, it did not necessarily deprive the marketplace of independent centers of decisionmaking, and of diversity of entrepreneurial interests and thus of actual or potential competition. (The court, in Needle, held that “Football teams that need to cooperate are not trapped by antitrust law,” and remanded the decision to the lower court for a finding of fact consistent with its holding of law: “What role it properly plays in applying the Rule of Reason to the allegations in this case is a matter to be considered on remand. [line-break] Accordingly, the judgment of the Court of Appeals is reversed, and the case is remanded for further proceedings consistent with this opinion. It is so ordered. ”)

Courts typically apply the 'Rule of Reason' analysis to actions of a joint venture, invalidating the agreement only if the anti-competitive economic effects outweigh the pro-competitive benefits of the agreement.

Thus, while the actions of NFL Properties ("NFLP"), in American Needle, are not as easily classified as
concerted (and therefore, illegal) activity, and therefore allowed limited immunity to antitrust laws, nonetheless, they are still subject to the same Anti-Trust Laws, even if there is the absence of an intentional conspiracy within the parties which are either part of a legally single entity or seem like one firm or multiple firms in any metaphysical sense.

ARGUMENT: Higher Education, legally, and by the definition, constitutes a public utility since such businesses constitute a de facto monopoly for the services they provide within a particular jurisdiction. Since a monopoly exists when a specific person or enterprise is the only supplier of a particular commodity, it can be argued that colleges are an enterprise, or group of businesses that have sole access to a market of higher education, as they are the only supplier of a college degree, and are thus comparable to the monopoly of a group electric companies, who are the sole supplier of electricity, and thus subject to government regulation of rates. While this approach is used successfully in many other industries where a monopoly would otherwise threaten the consumer, it is "liberal," and can not work in isolation, and thus, the other solutions outlined in this instant brief (such as giving borrowers proper notice of the terms of their loan, and invalidating vague laws) must also be employed in order to save the quickly-sinking Higher Education industry in The United States. However, government intervention, addressing monopoly-induced price-gouging, to uphold the Rule of Law, is needed.

As we have seen in other monopolies (whether legal “public utilities,” such as electric companies, telephone service, and the Internet—or illegal monopolies), if government regulation is not effected, price-gouging results, and thus offend Anti-Trust Laws.

CONCLUSION: Although government regulation of tuition (e.g., a "Tuition Freeze") would normally be "Big Government Interference," and thus liberal, there is precedent that "Utility Ratemaking" would be appropriate to control (by regulation) the costs of tuition, as is done with other industries classified as public utilities. However, whether or not American Higher Education can legally be classified as a “Public Utility,” nonetheless, it is a monopoly, by the legal definition, and the ramifications of this fact can not be ignored: This Court must act to invalidate illegal monopolies which jeopardise the future of our nation's Higher Education system, and, by extension, our youth.

VII. CONTRACT LAW: VIOLATION OF PUBLIC POLICY

STATEMENT OF FACTS – The U.S. Federal Government, specifically lawmakers (Legislative) and lenders and guarantors of Student Loans (Executive) have abrogated and violated the law in numerous ways, as described supra –including, but not limited to, the following:

1) By writing (and executing) laws which are in violation of Constitutional Due Process prohibitions against being Void For Vagueness regarding the more recent Student Loans which have originated;

2) Abrogating 13TH Amendment Standards, which prohibit Indentured Servitude;

3) The FEDERAL Government, through its Legislative Branch, violated Breach of Contract regarding the more older FEDERAL Student Loan Contracts which were taken out under Terms of Contract that included many or all Standard Consumer Protections, which Terms of the Contract were illegally changed retroactively –and, in many cases, without proper notice;

4) The FEDERAL Government, through its Legislative Branch, violated Tortious Interference of previously-instituted PRIVATE Student Loan Contracts (by removing Standard Consumer Protections and changing the terms of existing Loan Instruments, upon which borrowers relied) – and, in many cases, without proper notice;
5) **Lacking 'Good Faith,'** and under the false (and predatory) pretenses of having Standard Consumer Protections, thereby violating the **Implied Warranty of Merchantability** of said Student Loans;

6) Engaging in **Unconscionable Contracts**; and,

7) Engaging in **Illegal Monopolies, in violation of current Anti-Trust Laws, and subsequent price-gouging.**

It is certain that The U.S. Government, in its exercise of Legislative authority (in writing many vague and Unconstitutional laws) and Executive authority (by engaging in illegal loans contracts) violated Public Policy numerous times, as shown in the instant brief, supra.

**STANDARD OF LAW:**
A contract typically must have one other “Sine Quo Non” essential element in order to be enforceable:

- No Violation of Public Policy: In other words, a contract whose subject matter is illegal contact can NOT be legally enforced.

In a recent, 1982 decision, which is still current and binding case law, The U.S. Supreme Court, citing McMullen v. Hoffman, 174 U.S. 639 (1899), held that:

“"The authorities from the earliest time to the present unanimously hold that no court will lend its assistance in any way towards carrying out the terms of an illegal contract. In case any action is brought in which it is necessary to prove the illegal contract in order to maintain the action, courts will not enforce it . . . ." Id., at 654. "[T]o permit a recovery in this case is in substance to enforce an illegal contract, and one which is illegal because it is against public policy to permit it to stand. The court refuses to enforce such a contract and it permits defendant to set up its illegality, not out of any regard for the defendant who sets it up, but only on account of the public interest." Id., at 669.”

The court went on to clarify:

“A court's refusal to enforce an arbitrator's award under a collective-bargaining agreement because it is contrary to public policy is a specific application of the more general doctrine, rooted in the common law, that a court may refuse to enforce contracts that violate law or public policy. W. R. Grace & Co. v. Rubber Workers, 461 U.S. 757, 766 (1983); Hurd v. Hodge, 334 U.S. 24, 34 -35 (1948). That doctrine derives from the basic notion that no court will lend its aid to one who founds a cause of action upon an immoral or illegal act, and is further justified by the observation that the public's interests in confining the scope of private agreements to which it is not a party will go unrepresented unless the judiciary takes account of those interests when it considers whether to enforce such agreements. E. g., McMullen v. Hoffman, 174 U.S. 639, 654 -655 (1899); Twin City Pipe Line Co. v. Harding Glass Co., 283 U.S. 353, 356 -358 (1931). In the common law of contracts, this doctrine has served as the foundation for occasional exercises of judicial power to abrogate private agreements.” (Paperworkers v. Misco, Inc., 484 U.S. 29, at 43, U.S. Sup. Ct., Dec. 1, 1987)
ARGUMENTS – The Federal Government, itself, must (#1) obey Federal and Constitutional Law, specifically regarding Tortious Interference of previously-instituted Student Loan Contracts, (#2) must act in Good Faith, (#3) must not write Vague Laws that offend the sensibilities, and (#4) must not violate the Implied Warranty of Merchantability of said Student Loans. These actions also violate a citizen's other Substantive Due Process (SDP), 9TH Amendment rights, retained by the people.

CONCLUSION – The U.S. Government, in violating The Law, in violating all of the above, has effectively, entered into illegal contracts and committed actions that constitute a violation of Public Policy, and therefore any contract into which they enter in void ab initio, and also give rise to a claim of violation of Constitutional violation of Substantive Due Process (SDP), 9TH Amendment Retained Rights, and other torts enumerated herein.

VIII. EQUAL PROTECTION

STATEMENT OF FACTS: Student Loans are unique in their lack of all Standard Consumer Protections. Whether it is a Credit Card loan or a loan to Donald Trump, for huge sums of monies –far exceeding any mere student loan –one may obtain bankruptcy under normal terms (that is, without having to meet the near-impossible “Undue Hardship” standard described in the instant brief).

“From a legal standpoint, you state you own nothing but a 5-year-old car, some 401(k) money and about $25,000 in [Credit Card] debt. I don't have information on your income or monthly expenses, so I cannot comment on your monthly budget, but you are very likely eligible for Chapter 7 bankruptcy.”
(“Use bankruptcy to wipe credit card debt?,” by By Justin Harelik, Bankrate.com, Posted: Sept. 11, 2012)

“Phillip A. Paul in 1987 was declared criminally insane for killing an elderly woman after voices in his head told him she was a witch…He obtained several credit cards and went on shopping sprees that led to a bankruptcy filing.”
http://www.q13fox.com/kcpq-101809-insane,0,1811300.story?page=2#13515383788841&if_height=196
http://www.startribune.com/templates/Print_This_Story?sid=64666987

“Donald Trump -- or companies that bear his name - have declared bankruptcy four times...Trump's first visit to bankruptcy court was in 1991, when his Atlantic City casino, the Taj Mahal, was buried under a mountain of debt. The Taj carried a $1 billion price tag and was financed by junk bonds carrying a staggering 14 percent interest rate. As construction completed, the economy slumped, as did the Atlantic City gambling scene, soon plunging Trump into $3.4 billion of debt...In December 2008 his company
missed a $53.1 million bond interest payment, propelling Trump Entertainment Resorts into bankruptcy
court and plunging its stock price from $4 per share to a mere 23 cents.”
(“Donald Trump's Companies Filed for Bankruptcy 4 Times,” By Amy Bingham (@Amy_Bingham),
April 21, 2011, ABCNews.com)

“Scott Harrison…The pride of Scotland had problems with drinking, drugs and consequently the law. A
world champion in 2003, Harrison’s life later spun out of control. In 2006, he pulled out of a fight to
check into rehab. By July 2007, the ever-classy Harrison declared bankruptcy after losing his last fight…
over unpaid taxes.”

“A resident who was being evicted for selling drugs on the property declared bankruptcy.”
* http://www.nmhc.org/Content/ServeFile.cfm?FileID=3511
HOUSE COMMITTEE ON JUDICIARY, MARCH 3, 2003)

STANDARD OF LAW:

“All persons born or naturalized in the United States, and subject to the jurisdiction thereof, are citizens
of the United States and of the state wherein they reside. No state shall make or enforce any law which
shall abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens of the United States; nor shall any state deprive any
person of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law; nor deny to any person within its
jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws.” (Am. 14, Sec. 1)

The Courts have held:

“When social and economic legislation enacted by Congress is challenged on equal protection grounds
as being violative of the Fifth Amendment, the rational basis standard is the appropriate standard of
judicial review.”

The “Rational Basis Test” is described infra, in the “Cruel and Unusual” section, and the citations to
case law regarding same are hereby incorporated in this 'Standard of Law,' here, and in this instant Brief
as if fully set forth verbatim herein.

ARGUMENT: Obviously, Student Loan borrowers are singled out in the very unequal treatment of their
loan—not even counting the many abrogations of their Due Process rights (such as lack of proper notice,
and subjugation to Vague Laws and Illegal Monopolies). For a very good treatment of this issue, see
supra, the comparison between business loans, medical loans, housing loans, etc., with Student Loans. If
any of these other types of loans (housing, medical, business loans) were deprived of Standard
Consumer Protections, there would be the hue and cry and great public clamour about great political
corruption. FURTHER: If, for example, electric rates, Internet rates, gas, water, or even telephone
service, were subjected to this type of price-gouging (where prices, adjusted for inflation, rose 800% to
1,000%, as in the case on tuition inflation), there would be great public outcry, such as there has never
been before, and would never be in the future.
This would be true, since such disparities in treatment of de facto public utilities – and/or the loans needed to finance them – would affect a large segment of the populace. However, since College Students do not comprise a large quantity of the U.S. Population, and, per capita, certainly have an even lower-than-average force of “political clout,” then their subjugation is no more surprising than that of the African American slaves in the 1860's America:

The slaves were not “politically” strong enough to win a case in court for their cause, and the result was the following: The U.S. Supreme Court held, by a 7-2 majority vote, in the infamous 'Dred Scott' case, that: "[T]he negro might justly and lawfully be reduced to slavery for his benefit." (Chief Justice Roger B. Taney, writing for the Court. Dred Scott v. John F. Sanford, 15 L.Ed. 691; 19 How. 393; 60 US 393 at 407. (December Term, 1856).)

CONCLUSION: Past egregious violations of Equal Protection were morally reprehensible, and we must learn from our past mistakes – and not repeat them. This Court has a duty to afford all citizens equal protection of the laws. The disparate treatment of Student Loans (compared to all other types of loan instruments, including, most notably, Credit Cards, another form of unsecured debt) does not advance any rational government interest, and thus fails the 'Rational Basis Test,' more fully delineated infra, and thus, laws which make a distinction regarding Student Loans, making them unique in their deprivation of ALL Standard Consumer Protections, thus offend Equal Protection under the law, and are deserving of being struck by The Courts as such.

IX. CRUEL/UNUSUAL: INTEREST AND/OR LATE FEES

STATEMENT OF FACTS: College loans are the only loans in America (and probably in the world) that lack all Standard Consumer Protections (Truth in Lending; Bankruptcy proceedings; Statutes of Limitations; Right to Refinance; adherence to Usury Laws; and, or course, Fair Debt & Collection practices, etc.). As a result, Student Borrowers are not afforded bankruptcy protections, and furthermore are not even told this (due to lack of Truth in Lending protections). Lastly, students who borrow may have their wages automatically garnished without the need for a court order (unlike most other loans, which would not be able to skip the lengthy litigation here). This is in addition to the soaring “tuition inflation” of the original principle, and does not include both Interest and, in some cases, excessively high Late Fees, combined which might push the original principle (which is highly inflated by a factor of 8 to 10 times, due to decades of tuition inflation) to 5 or 10 times its original cost. That is a “tall” claim, but here is proof:

PROOF:

In the 1956-57 school year, one source[1] reports a year of college cost $138, and another source[2] is in close agreement. But remember we have to adjust for inflation: The $138 figure is about $1,062.71 in 2008 dollars[7], probably the same for 2009, considering that year’s inflation[3] was about 0.1%. However, the cost of college in 2009 was about $10,066, about a 10X increase. Other sources[4-6] indicate a cost of $6,142.58 for tuition and $6,920.94 for housing, for a total of $13,063.52 per year, even higher than the $10,066 fig.

Sources:
** http://www.DuluthNewsTribune.com/event/search of: "Virgil Swing: Massive increases in higher-ed costs"
** http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&q=%22Budgeteer+News%22+%22Virgil+Swing%22+2008+may+15&start=20&sa=N&filter=0
** http://search.yahoo.com/search;_ylt=A0geu5Vnxr9KXSsBZFJXNyOA?p=%22Budgeteer+News%22+%22Virgil+Swing%22+2008+may+15&fr2=sb-top&fr=yfp-t-501&sa=0
** Cache1: http://GordonWatts.com/FannyDeregulation/VirgilSwingArticle.JPG
** Cache 2: http://GordonWayneWatts.com/FannyDeregulation/VirgilSwingArticle.JPG

[2] “In my personal case, while a student at a public college in the 1950s, tuition was $100 per semester. There was no aid but neither was there any debt at graduation.”
* http://www.schoolreport.com/schoolreport/articles/College_Tuition_11_07.htm
** Cache1: http://GordonWatts.com/FannyDeregulation/DavidKirkpatrickArticle.JPG
** Cache 2: http://GordonWayneWatts.com/FannyDeregulation/DavidKirkpatrickArticle.JPG


[4] "Average college cost breaks $30,000: Average for 4-year private school passes key mark; total costs for both public and private schools up well above inflation," Rob Kelley, Oct 27 2006, http://money.cnn.com/2006/10/24/pf/college/college_costs/index.htm states: "The average tuition at four-year public colleges and universities is $5,836 for the 2006-07 school year…With room and board, four-year public colleges average $12,796 for in-state residents." The $5,836 figure for tuition would be either $6,227.39 or $6,057.77 in 2008, according to the WestEgg inflation calculator, depending on whether you use 2006 or 2007 as your initial year. The average of those two figures is $6,142.58 for college tuition in 2008

[5] "Preparing to Go to College," p4, http://www.pearsonhighered.com/assets/hip/us/hip_us_pearsonhighered/samplechapter/0131716662.pdf states: "According to The College Board, the average college housing costs in the 2004–2005 academic year were about $6,222," which would be either $7,036.63 or $6,805.25 in 2008, according to the WestEgg inflation calculator, depending on whether you use 2004 or 2005 as your initial year. The average of those two figures is $6,920.94 for college housing in 2008

[6] Adding $6,920.94 for housing, and $6,142.58 for tuition yields $13,063.52.

When a loan “principle” that is inflated (by tuition inflation) to 1,000% (that is, 10 times) increases (due to Interest/fees) by, say, 5 times, the loan then becomes inflated to a total of 5,000% (50-times) the Free Market value, which is, indisputably, a huge increase, and without doubt, a huge stressor. (This is even more stressful due to the “surprise” nature of the loan, since it did not have Truth in Lending notice protections to the lender.)
Stress related to soaring college tuition, resultant excessive college debt – and the inability to obtain relief by way of bankruptcy proceedings – has, therefore, resulted in a spike in suicides.

PROOF:

*** >> “Jan Yoder was preparing for her son's funeral when the phone rang. It was another student loan collector wanting to know when her son would pay up. [line-break] Her terse response: Jason is dead. And, she said, "You are part of the reason he took his own life." [line-break] It was those calls and the burden of crushing debt, she says, that led her depressed son to take the drastic action of killing himself late last month. He did so in the Illinois State University chemistry building in Normal -- in the very lab where he did his research to earn his master's degree..."When it gets to the point where people are fleeing the country, going off the grid or taking their own lives, you know something has gone horribly wrong," said Alan Collinge, founder of Student Loan Justice, which is pushing to change student lending laws.”

* “Crushing debt: SUICIDE | Man who owed as much as $100,000 felt trapped by his student loans and 'lower than low' that he had no job,” BY DAVE NEWBART Staff Reporter / dnewbart@suntimes.com, Chicago Sun-Times, September 24, 2007, as reported by Higher Ed NewsWeekly: from the Illinois Board of Higher Education, page 57, September 28, 2007 edition

* http://www.ibhe.state.il.us/NewsDigest/NewsWeekly/092807.pdf
* excerpt cross-posted to HighBeam Research: http://www.highbeam.com/doc/1P2-7613353.html
* See also: http://StudentLoanJustice.org

*** >> “Dear Steve, [line-break] My student loans are almost $42,000 dollars. I pay almost $260 dollars per month and all but $12 dollars is interest and the principal continues to go higher...I frequently think about suicide; thinking about my son is the only thing that has so far kept me from committing suicide. [line-break] John”
* “I'm Thinking of Suicide Because of My Student Loans. – John,” by Steve Rhode, Get Out of Debt Guy, March 29, 2010

*** >> “Dan Lozer's tiny paycheck means he'll be paying off those loans until 2029...Lozer said there was a time when he thought about suicide.”
* “A Pastor's Student Loan Debt,” by Libby Lewis, NPR, July 14, 2007

ALSO: The massive resultant costs (roughly a 5,000% increase in costs of college), and draconian wage-garnishment powers don't account for a distressed debtor having his/her professional license yanked, which makes it even more difficult (if not already impossible) to pay for said loan:

*** >> “In Texas, a chiropractor who borrowed $70,000 for school in the 1990s is suffering. Some $400,000 is being demanded of him, and the state has suspended his license to practice. He is currently driving trucks in Amarillo. He wants to pay his debt, with interest, but can’t afford well over a quarter of a million dollars in penalties and interest. [line-break] In Boston; a medical student can’t get licensed
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because he can’t pay $52,000 on what began as a $3,000 debt. [line-break] A suicide in Oregon. A suicide in Maryland. People who have fled the country due to the explosion of their student loan debt. The list goes on and on.”


* http://www.thenewstribune.com/opinion/othervoices/story/90638.html

* See also Collinge's website: http://StudentLoanJustice.org

* See also: http://www.dailykos.com/story/2007/06/21/348975/-Sallie-Mae-s-March-Towards-Monopoly

* See also: http://chirotalk.proboards.com/index.cgi?board=suicides&action=print&thread=3987

These facts are indisputably “Cruel and Unusual” punishment, if anything is.

**STANDARD OF LAW:**

**FEDERAL (United States)**

The 8TH Amendments to the U.S. Constitution specifically prohibits both excessive fines as well as cruel and unusual punishments:

“Excessive bail shall not be required, nor excessive fines imposed, nor cruel and unusual punishments inflicted.” (Am. 8)

The U.S. Supreme Court held even further that:

“The Eighth Amendment's proscription of cruel and unusual punishments prohibits not only barbaric punishments, but also sentences that are disproportionate to the crime committed.”

(Solem v. Helm, 463 U.S. 277, June 28, 1983)

**INTERNATIONAL (United Nations)**

**State concerned/Articles violated:**

CAT-Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment
cite: http://www2.ohchr.org/english/law/cat.htm

**State party: United States of America**

Date of signature 18/04/88
Date of receipt of instrument by the UN 21/10/94
Date of entry into force 20/11/94

Article 1 [section] 1. “For the purposes of this Convention, the term "torture" means any act by which severe pain or suffering, whether physical or mental, is intentionally inflicted on a person for such purposes as obtaining from him or a third person information or a confession, punishing him for an act he or a third person has committed or is suspected of having committed, or intimidating or coercing him or a third person, or for any reason based on discrimination of any kind, when such pain or suffering is inflicted by or at the instigation of or with the consent or acquiescence of a public official or other person acting in an official capacity. It does not include pain or suffering arising only from, inherent in or incidental to lawful sanctions.”
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ARGUMENTS: It can not be argued that failure to pay a debt on time is not a crime. So, it stands to reason that late payment (or non-payment) of a debt is indeed a crime.

Measured by these standards, any late fees (which are just punishment for said crime of lateness in repayment) and/or Interest which combine with the initial principle debt to place a borrower in debt for life, without any mathematical possibility of ever repaying said debt, and automatic wage-garnishment of his/her wages, tax returns, Disability, and even Social Security retirement, is a fine that is clearly excessive, and a punishment that is cruel and unusual. The “Undue Hardship” standard is so difficult to meet, it practically renders bankruptcy proceedings impossible for the debtor, so, it is “practically” impossible (even if not totally impossible).

In no other type of debt is a debtor unable to obtain a standard bankruptcy for discharge of all (or part) of the debt owed –or other Standard Consumer Protections: Student Loans have absolutely none of the Standard Consumer Protections afforded all other types of loans.

CONCLUSION: There is no doubt that a person who is in debt slavery for a life-time, with no hope of ever repaying his/her debt, due to excessive late fees is the object of Cruel and Unusual punishment (for said tardiness to pay), as well as the recipient of excessive fines imposed (for the crime of late payments on the debt). Such a life-time of indentured servitude (debt slavery) is unquestionably disproportionate to any crime that may have been committed by the borrower.

For this reason alone, excessive Interest and Fees would be in violation of The Law and deserving of being struck by The Courts.

X. CRUEL/UNUSUAL: SUSPENSION OF PROFESSIONAL LICENSES

STATEMENT OF FACTS:

“For those with professional licenses (doctors, lawyers, teachers, accountants, dentists, etc.), failure to pay student loan debt can result in loss of the state-issued license. While some argue that it's counter-productive to strip the borrower of the means by which they would earn money to pay down the debt, it is a reality.” [Emphasis in bold-underlined for clarity; Not in original]


“Legislation allowing professional licensing institutions to revoke the licenses of individuals who have failed to repay their student loans has been passed in several states and introduced in several others. The professional licensing institutions to which the bills apply differs from state to state, but the general procedural structure of the bills are quite similar across states. The bills give power to the licensing boards to revoke or deny renewal of professional or occupational licenses upon receipt of information from an education loan administer that the individual has defaulted on their loan or has somehow failed to fulfill the loans obligations.” [Emphasis in bold-underlined for clarity; Not in original]

* [http://www.uvm.edu/~vlrs/Education/studentloansprofessionallicenses.pdf](http://www.uvm.edu/~vlrs/Education/studentloansprofessionallicenses.pdf) (“Student Loan Defaults and Professional License,” The UNIVERSITY of VERMONT)
“Professional licenses. Are you an attorney, physician, or other profession that requires a state license? Student loans are notifying your state licensure board of your default and in many states this results in your license being suspended until the debt is paid. In South Carolina, I have not seen attorney licenses being suspended – but this could be coming.” [Emphasis in bold-underlined for clarity; Not in original]

“This page discusses debt settlement for defaulted federal student loans. The US Department of Education has very strong powers to compel payment of defaulted student loans, including garnishment of wages and Social Security benefits, income tax refund offset and blocking renewal of professional licenses.” [Emphasis in bold-underlined for clarity; Not in original]
*** “Student Loan Debt Settlements,” FinAid.org, by Mark Kantrowitz
*** [http://www.finaid.org/loans/settlements.phtml]

*** >> “In Texas, a chiropractor who borrowed $70,000 for school in the 1990s is suffering. Some $400,000 is being demanded of him, and the state has suspended his license to practice. He is currently driving trucks in Amarillo. He wants to pay his debt, with interest, but can’t afford well over a quarter of a million dollars in penalties and interest. [line-break] In Boston: a medical student can’t get licensed because he can’t pay $52,000 on what began as a $3,000 debt. [line-break] A suicide in Oregon. A suicide in Maryland. People who have fled the country due to the explosion of their student loan debt. The list goes on and on.” [Emphasis in bold-underlined for clarity; Not in original]
  * [http://www.thenewstribune.com/opinion/othervoices/story/90638.html]
* See also Collinge's website: [http://StudentLoanJustice.org](http://StudentLoanJustice.org)
* See also: [http://chirotalk.proboards.com/index.cgi?board=suicides&action=print&thread=3987](http://chirotalk.proboards.com/index.cgi?board=suicides&action=print&thread=3987)

“NASHVILLE, Tenn. -- Tennessee is cracking down on people who are not paying their student loans. [line-break] If you stop paying on your student loan and go into default, the state may take away your license to work. [line-break] Hundreds of cosmetologists, nurses even barbers have lost their licenses. But our investigation found some doctors are treated differently. [line-break] Some who have been in default for years, are allowed to keep right on practicing.”
*** “Some Doctors Owe Hundreds Of Thousands In Student Loans,” By Ben Hall, Investigative Reporter, News Channel 5, 02 February 2012

STATEMENT OF FACTS:
BAD CREDIT (FROM STUDENT LOAN CRIMES) CAN COST YOU A JOB OR A PROMOTION

“Slebodnick says he was told he would not be allowed to start work at an ITT campus in Michigan, because a credit check revealed he had some $50,000 in outstanding student loans and had recently declared bankruptcy.” * [http://abcnews.go.com/Business/story?id=7919922&page=1](http://abcnews.go.com/Business/story?id=7919922&page=1)

“A new bill would prohibit employers from using credit reports in hiring decisions” (sub-headline)

(“Bad Credit Can Cost You a Job or a Promotion,” by Lynnette Khalfani-Cox, BV on Money, 04 August 4th 2010)

(“Bad Credit Could Cost You Your Dream Job,” by CreditScore.net Staff Writer, 20 August 2012)
* [http://www.creditscore.net/bad-credit-and-your-dream-job](http://www.creditscore.net/bad-credit-and-your-dream-job)

(“Can Bad Credit Still Cost You a Job?,” by Cindy Perman, CNBC.com Staff Writer, Friday, 08 April 2011)
* [http://www.cnbc.com/id/42491940/Can_Bad_Credit_Still_Cost_You_a_Job](http://www.cnbc.com/id/42491940/Can_Bad_Credit_Still_Cost_You_a_Job)

The answer to that is the next article's title:

(“Bad Credit Can Cost You a Job,”” Kerry Hannon, FORBES, 31 January 2012)

**STANDARD OF LAW:**

FEDERAL (United States)

The U.S. Supreme Court, citing Cummings v. Missouri, 4 Wall. 277, 71 U. S. 321, held that:

“The theory upon which our political institutions rest is that all men have certain inalienable rights; that among these are **life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness**, and that, in the pursuit of happiness, **all avocations [employment opportunities]**, all honors, all positions, are **alike open to every one**, and that, in the protection of these rights, all are equal before the law. Any deprivation or suspension of any of these right for past conduct is punishment, and can be in no other wise defined.” [Comments in bracket to clarify. Emphasis in bold-underlined for clarity; Not in original]
(Hawker v. New York, 170 U.S. 189, at 203, April 18, 1898)

Subsequent case law of the U.S. Supreme Court has affirmed this more specifically:

“[An employee] has an important, constitutionally protected interest in continued employment...”

“**[An employee's] interests in retaining his employment**, in disproving his employer's charges of incompetence or inability, and -- more intangibly -- in redressing an instance of alleged discrimination, are **all substantial.**”[Emphasis in bold-underlined for clarity; Not in original]
(Logan v. Zimmerman Brush Co., 455 U. S. 422, at 434, February 24, 1982)

The U.S. Supreme Court also held that:

“**...the significance of the private interest in retaining employment cannot be gainsaid [denied or**

(Cleveland Bd. of Educ. v. Loudermill, 470 U.S. 532, at 543, March 19, 1985)

The Court has held that:


(Greene v. McElroy, 360 U.S. 474, at 492, June 29, 1959)

The Court also held, regarding employment, that:

“Three factors are relevant in determining what process is constitutionally due: (1) the private interest that will be affected by the official action; (2) the risk of an erroneous deprivation of such interest through the procedures used, and the probable value, if any, of additional or substitute procedural safeguards; and (3) the Government’s interest. Mathews v. Eldridge, 424 U. S. 319, 335. Respondent asserts an interest in an uninterrupted paycheck; but account must be taken of the length and finality of the temporary deprivation of his pay.” [Emphasis in bold-underlined for clarity; Not in original]

(Gilbert v. Homar, 520 U.S. 924, June 9, 1997)

INTERNATIONAL (United Nations)

International Law agrees:

CCPR-International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights

cite: http://www2.ohchr.org/english/law/ccpr.htm

State party: United States of America

Date of signature 05/10/77

Date of receipt of instrument by the UN 08/06/92

Date of entry into force 08/09/92

“PART I

Article 1

1. All peoples have the right of self-determination. By virtue of that right they freely determine their political status and freely pursue their economic, social and cultural development.
2. All peoples may, for their own ends, freely dispose of their natural wealth and resources without prejudice to any obligations arising out of international economic co-operation, based upon the principle of mutual benefit, and international law. In no case may a people be deprived of its own means of subsistence.

3. The States Parties to the present Covenant, including those having responsibility for the administration of Non-Self-Governing and Trust Territories, shall promote the realization of the right of self-determination, and shall respect that right, in conformity with the provisions of the Charter of the United Nations.”

ARGUMENTS:

When a student who owes a college loan is deprived of his or her professional license (or his/her ability to get a job and/or a promotion), this implicates Constitutional Protections regarding life, liberty, the pursuit of happiness, and also the ability to obtain and retain employment in a chosen field. However, when a person who owes on a Student Loan can not obtain employment in his/her field due to suspension and/or denial of one's professional licensure, this makes a hard situation even more impossible, and can, effectively, constitute an infinite “length” and total and complete “finality” of deprivation of his or her pay.

This, when considered against the “Rational Basis Test,” is does not pass the test, which the courts have held as valid:

“The applicable rational basis test is one which
"permits the States a wide scope of discretion in enacting laws which affect some groups of citizens differently than others. The constitutional safeguard is offended only if the classification rests on grounds wholly irrelevant to the achievement of the State's objective. State legislatures are presumed to have acted within their constitutional power despite the fact that, in practice, their laws result in some inequality. A statutory discrimination will not be set aside if any state of facts reasonably may be conceived to justify it."
McGowan v. Maryland, 366 U.S. at 366 U. S. 425-426 (citations omitted).”
(Craig v. Boren, 429 U.S. 190, at 221-222, December 20, 1976)

If a person has already gone into default, it should be obvious that there is difficulty in repaying, and placing additional obstacles in front of the borrower makes it even less likely he/she will repay the debt. Under the “rational basis test,” the courts will uphold a law as Constitutional only if it is rationally related to a legitimate government purpose; however, removal of one's license effects the OPPOSITE purpose: It makes it more difficult to repay the debt. Therefore, these laws are 'unjust laws' and thus not rational and offend Equal Protection as a form of cruel and unusual punishment which does not advance any rational Governmental Interest (but rather, achieves just the opposite).

CONCLUSION: As such, such defective laws should be stuck as void ab initio and Unconstitutionally invalid on their face, as well as applied. This is not to say that the government's hands should be tied to compel repayment of the loan in ways which are neither cruel nor unusual. However, choosing a methodology which makes repayment more difficult, not less, does not advance any rational Governmental Interest (but rather, achieves just the opposite), and should be struck.
XI. FRAUD / CORRUPTION:

STATEMENT OF FACTS: U.S. DEPT OF ED DECEPTIVE

The U.S. Department of Education, in reporting defaults, uses the oblique “cohort rate” method, as quoted here:

“The U.S. Department of Education today released the official FY 2009 national student loan cohort default rate, which has risen to 8.8 percent, up from 7.0 percent in FY 2008. The cohort default rates increased for all sectors: from 6.0 percent to 7.2 percent for public institutions, from 4.0 percent to 4.6 percent for private institutions, and from 11.6 percent to 15 percent at for-profit schools.”

(“Default Rates Rise for Federal Student Loans: Department continues work to protect taxpayer funds and help students manage their debt,” Contact: Sara Gast or Jane Glickman, (202) 401-1576, press@ed.gov, 12 September 2012)

While the DOE technically is not lying, they report the “cohort” rates, which only cover the 2-year period from the disbursement of the loan, which even they admit in this same paper: “Those borrowers who defaulted after the two-year period are not counted as defaulters in this data set.”

By not counting borrowers who defaulted later, the appearance of almost complete success in avoiding defaults is given. This is legally indistinguishable from failing to tell the purchaser of a vehicle of mechanical defects which make the car have bad brakes if it is driven a distance further than 2 miles, by mentioning a “failure” rate of 2 miles or less. This, of course, implicates Implied Warranty of Merchantability, addressed supra, and the “official” cohort rates are not accurate:

“Currently, 16 percent of borrowers are in default, nearly twice the official default rate. [line-break] Stephen Burd, senior policy analyst with the New America Foundation’s Education Policy Program, called the official default rate “an extremely flawed measure.”

(“A Big Default Problem, but How Big?,” by Andrew Martin, NY Times, 08 September 2012)

In fact, Higher Ed Jobs' figures suggest an eventual default rate of one-third or more:

“An SLA analysis found that over one-third of borrowers were showing some signs of distress in either being late with their payments or requesting that payments be postponed through a process called forbearance or deferment.”
* Cf: http://www.higheredjobs.com/m/articles/articleDisplay.cfm?id=231&start=11&auth=8


The problem is probably much worse:

“Long-range projections by the Department of Education estimate that the default rate over 20 years, for
borrowers who began repayment in 2009, is 17 percent; among students who attended profit-making colleges, the predicted default rate is 49 percent.”
  * (“A Big Default Problem, but How Big?,” by Andrew Martin, NY Times, 08 September 2012)

This is not surprising, as USA Today reports the following: “Student loan defaults have risen for the sixth straight year, as students from traditional non-profit universities have an increasingly difficult time paying off their college debt.”
  * (“More college students defaulting on student loan,” by Meghan Hoyer, USA Today, 30 September 2012)

STATEMENT OF FACTS: ADDITIONAL MASSIVE, SYSTEM-WIDE FRAUD

There are certainly isolated instances of a student not being told that she qualifies for a state-funded scholarship—or the proper rules to reapply. While these may be genuine instances of a denial of Due Process, this brief focuses mainly on instances of wide-spread fraud, which affect the whole of the system—and add to any isolated instances alluded to here.

There are far more examples of actual fraud within the system, in which the Dept of Education, lenders, and Universities have been under investigation:

(“Sallie Mae's Success Too Costly? Does The Lender's Success Come At Too Steep A Cost To Students And Taxpayers?,” by Daniel Schorn, 60 Minutes, 08 May 2006)
  * [http://www.cbsnews.com/video/watch/?id=1594476n](http://www.cbsnews.com/video/watch/?id=1594476n)

“System-wide” fraud is not unlike the concept of odious debt, in which a nation enters into massive debt, “looting the national funds,” and saddling its citizens with debt that is misappropriated—or is, in some cases, used to oppress citizens—a concept analogous to the invalidity of contracts signed under coercion. Some have even called Greece's European debt crisis (circa 2010) an 'odious' debt.

""This investigative report demonstrates that inappropriate marketing practices, conflicts of interest, and back-room deals are found all too frequently in the student loan industry," Sen. Edward M. Kennedy (D-Mass.), chairman of the education committee, which conducted the investigation, said in a statement. "The findings underscore the urgent need for systemic reform in the student loan system."
  * [http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2007/06/14/AR2007061402018.html](http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2007/06/14/AR2007061402018.html)

Cf: “SENIATOR EDWARD M. KENNEDY RELEASES REPORT ON STUDENT LOAN SYSTEM,” Laura Burton Capps/ Melissa Wagoner (202) 224-2633, Thursday, 14 June 2007
“As per an investigation by the New America Foundation, Higher Ed Watch has learned of several financial aid administrators who had significant personal investments in a publicly traded, for-profit student loan company. Following our request for university comment, an implicated Dean was placed on leave by his parent institution and the case referred to the New York State Attorney General's Office.”


**Abstract:** This report was prepared by the Chairman's Staff of the Senate Health, Education, Labor and Pensions Committee setting forth the findings of an investigation into marketing practices in the Federal Family Education Loan program ("FFEL"). Evidence uncovered by the Chairman's investigation demonstrates that many FFEL lenders routinely engage in marketing practices that violate the letter and spirit of the inducement prohibition of the Higher Education Act. Given the breadth of the evidence presented in this report it is clear that the problem is systemic and cannot be isolated to a few "problem" lenders or schools. The report addresses a discrete set of marketing practices including: (1) Some FFEL lenders provided compensation to schools with the expectation, and in some cases an explicit agreement, that the school will give the lenders preferential treatment, including placement on the school's preferred lender list; (2) Other FFEL lenders spent large sums on travel and accommodation expenses for meetings of Advisory Boards comprised of school officials, and often expected these benefits to yield increased loan volume, or other preferential treatment, at Board members' schools; (3) School officials held financial interests, including stock and options to purchase stock, in FFEL lenders which are on the preferred lender list or are otherwise recommended to students; and (4) School officials received payments for consulting and other services from FFEL lenders which are on the preferred lender list or are otherwise recommended to students. (Contains 52 notes and 118 exhibits.)

[http://www.eric.ed.gov/ERICWebPortal/search/detailmini.jsp?_nfpb=true&_&ERICExtSearch_SearchValue_0=ED497127&ERICExtSearch_SearchType_0=no&accno=ED497127](http://www.eric.ed.gov/ERICWebPortal/search/detailmini.jsp?_nfpb=true&_&ERICExtSearch_SearchValue_0=ED497127&ERICExtSearch_SearchType_0=no&accno=ED497127)


“The New America Foundation's Higher Ed Watch Project was the first to uncover and publicize illegal payoffs from student loan banks to college financial aid officials. When we discovered that several financial aid directors at major universities and a Department of Education official owned and sold a significant amount of student loan company stock, we became suspicious. Our subsequent investigation and those of others revealed a series of payoffs, kickbacks, and luxury gifts to aid officials, thus compromising college-student relationships. Supposedly impartial intermediaries in the federal financial aid system were operating with substantial personal conflicts of interest. [line-break] This page contains information about our investigation and the fallout in the financial aid world, including 10 firings and resignations, hundreds of settlements with state Attorney Generals, and new federal legislation.”

* [http://education.newamerica.net/special_report_student_loan_scandal](http://education.newamerica.net/special_report_student_loan_scandal)

(“Special Report: Student Loan Scandal,” The New America Foundation, 2009-present)

“Front page of today’s AA NEWS has a story, “EMU sends back donor money,” that in a mild way links EMU’s Enrollment Services’ division to the national scandal that’s been raging all year over how student
loan makers have bought influence at countless universities by making “gifts”, also known as illegal bribes, to university officials in some cases or to the Universities directly.”


(“Sallie Mae and EMU’s refund of $161,000 of $310,000 in untoward gifts,” by Mark Higbee, EMUtalk.org: Talk for and about Eastern Michigan U., 11 August 2007)


“In particular, NASFAA [National Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators] leaders consistently call upon Congress to raise federal loan limits, and they lobby Congress to allow lenders to perform loan counseling for the students instead of having the colleges provide the information in an unbiased manner.”


* cf: [http://www.amazon.com/The-Student-Loan-Scam-ebook/dp/B001T9N3MS](http://www.amazon.com/The-Student-Loan-Scam-ebook/dp/B001T9N3MS)


**Collinge's claim is backed up:**

“With recent big tuition increases and with Congress talking about boosting loan limits, the amount of student debt is expected to continue to grow...The National Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators is among the groups supporting an increase in the loan limits, President Dallas Martin said."The reality is, given the current economy and circumstances, most families and students will continue to rely on some form of credit to pay college expenses," Martin said.”


* Cf: [http://issuu.com/cadc/docs/cc_2003_10_06_a](http://issuu.com/cadc/docs/cc_2003_10_06_a)

(“Higher education loads up students with higher debt,” by Diane Caroll, Knight Ridder Newspapers, 22 September 2003)


“For months, leaders at the U.S. Education Department have battled the impression, fostered by Democratic members of Congress and New York Attorney General Andrew M. Cuomo, that the Bush administration did far too little to regulate the behavior of lenders and colleges until its hand was forced by the burgeoning scandal in the student loan industry. [line-break] Margaret Spellings challenged that view in May testimony before a House of Representatives committee. And on Monday, department officials delivered their latest defense during a session in which they briefed members of the National Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators about their recent activities on a range of fronts. [line-break] Not only did the administration officials look to the past -- suggesting that the department
had actually been out in front of Congress and Cuomo in trying to crack down on preferred lender lists and improper inducements from lenders to colleges -- but they also signaled that they are getting more aggressive in their oversight of the loan programs. The overall message from department officials -- which seemed aimed as much at the representatives of Cuomo’s office in the audience as at the financial aid administrators themselves -- was, “We’re on the case."

("Education Department, on the Case," by Doug Lederman, Inside Higher Ed, 10 July 2007)

“The Illinois attorney general's office is lashing out at Westwood College, which has four Chicago-area campuses, claiming the institution misleads students enrolled in its criminal justice program, putting them deep in debt and saddling them with a nearly worthless degree for pursuing careers in Illinois law enforcement. [line-break] Westwood, a career college owned by Alta College of Denver, is the latest for-profit school to come under scrutiny by regulators and consumer advocates, who claim some for-profit schools overpromise and underdeliver.”

("Illinois attorney general's office plans to sue Westwood College: Among the complaints against the for-profit school are poor job-placement rates, high-pressure sales tactics, low graduation rates, excessive profit margins and the burdening of students with crushing debt,” by Gregory Karp, Chicago Tribune reporter, 18 January 2012)

**STANDARD OF LAW:** Contract Law regarding violation of Public Policy and Good Faith, as described, supra, is implicated, and such sections of the instant brief are hereby incorporated in this section as if fully set forth verbatim herein.

**ARGUMENT:**

The DOE is not acting in “Good Faith” when it purposely occludes and hides the true default rates, which, if known, would force public opinion to shut down the runaway increases in “soaring” loan limits, which U.S. Congress continually raises and increases (and, of course, prevent another Bubble, as in the recent American Housing Bubble Crisis). This, in turn, would limit the number of dollars available for College Tuition, and the market pressures of lessened loan dollar availability would drive prices (e.g., tuition, costs of college) down, saving both students (tuition) as well as taxpayers (who make and/or guarantee these loans). However, more notably, this would drive down the default rate, and the DOE (as well as lenders who may eternally garnish wages) would stand to lose, and so this occlusion of the true default rate is not without motive, and is resultantly suspect. As well, all the other parties in this fiasco are “bad actors,” including the lenders and colleges. While fraud varies from college to college, and from lender to lender, the fraud permeates the system, which is the only reasonable way to explain the rampant tuition inflation, whereby college prices are no longer affordable, even though America continues to fall behind other nations in Higher Education:


Therefore the conclusion drawn by the many allegations of wide-spread fraud within the U.S. Department of Education, Colleges, Universities, and lenders –and soaring default rates that result from said fraud, is not an untenable conclusion:

“The student loan debt crisis is looming larger than ever. According to a new report by the Department of Education, default rates on student loan debt have soared to 13.4 percent during the first three years of the debt repayment. More than one in 10 borrowers have already defaulted on student loan repayments, and the crisis is just getting underway. With the total amount of student loan debt surpassing $1 trillion (and exceeding total credit card debt) for the first time ever earlier this year, indications are that, absent a quick and vigorous economic recovery, unemployed or underemployed college graduates tens of thousands of dollars in debt will continue to default at an accelerating rate.”

(Student Loan Defaults on the Rise as Debt Crisis Worsens,” by Charles Scaliger, The New American, 03 October 2012)
This wide-spread fraud, soaring default rates, and declining American Higher Education, and declining American economy is in addition to the inability to get or keep a job, or get a promotion due to bad credit on a Student Loan: The laws that permit discrimination based on bad credit are perverse in a Cruel/Unusual manner: Unless the person is applying in a Financial Institution, where fiduciary ability is keenly required, it is actually Constitutionally prohibited Cruel/Unusual to punish such a person:

A person who owes much money is actually in more need of a job than someone who owes a small amount (or none), and this perverse tradition, combined with the wide-spread fraud and corruption in the system, is a gross violation of human rights and Constitutional rights.

XII. VIOLATIONS OF CONSTITUTIONALITY-PROTECTED RELIGIOUS FREEDOMS:

Besides secs. XII-XIV, here, see also Apx. E-F for more religious cites.

Introduction: While “moral law” of any particular religion is not 'legally' binding upon This Court, nonetheless, mores and customs of the people are the basis for legal systems in use in America, particularly those of common Judeo-Christian beliefs. And, as such, for those followers of said religions, for whom these dictates are binding, the following standards might prove useful in determining whether or not Constitutionally-protected Religious Freedoms have been violated: Many lawmakers place restrictions on Student Loans that they, themselves, would not place upon their own loan instruments – which violate a whole host of standards in many religions:

STATEMENT OF FACTS—The “Golden Rule” is accepted by observant Jews, Christians, and Muslims:

Accepted by all observant Jews and Christians as Canon Scripture:
** “...thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself: I am the LORD.” LEVITICUS 19:18b, Holy Bible, KJV
(See also: Leviticus 19:34 – Note: The Christian Old Testament comprises parts of the Jewish Torah)

Accepted by all observant Christians as Canon Scripture:
** “...Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself,” MATTHEW 22:39b, MARK 12:31b, Holy Bible, KJV
** “Do to others as you would have them do to you,” LUKE 6:31, Holy Bible, NIV
** “Therefore all things whatsoever ye would that men should do to you, do ye even so to them: for this is the law and the prophets,” MATTHEW 7:12, Holy Bible, KJV

Accepted by all observant CATHOLIC Christians as Canon Scripture:
** “Do that to no man which thou hatest:...” TOBIT 4:15a, Holy Bible, KJV
** “Judge of the disposition of thy neighbour by thyself.” SIRACH 31:18, Douay-Rheims 1899 American Edition
** “Be considerate of the other people at the table and treat them the way you want to be treated.” SIRACH 31:15, Good News Translation

Accepted by all observant MUSLIMS, practicing ISLAM, Canon Scripture:
** “And let not those among you who are blessed with graces and wealth swear not to give (any sort of help) to their kinsmen, Al-Masakin (the poor), and those who left their homes for Allah's Cause. Let them pardon and forgive. Do you not love that Allah should forgive you? And Allah is Oft-Forgiving, Most Mercifful.” Surah An-Nur (The Light), chapter 24, verse 22, Holy Qur'an, Dar-us-Salam Publications translation [Emphasis added by underline for clarity; not in original], brief Fair Use quote

45
**“Let not those among you who are endued with grace and amplitude of means resolve by oath against
helping their kinsmen, those in want, and those who have left their homes in Allah's cause: let them
forgive and overlook, do you not wish that Allah should forgive you? For Allah is Oft-Forgiving, Most
for clarity; not in original], brief Fair Use quote

**1. Woe to those that deal in fraud,-

2. Those who, when they have to receive by measure from men, exact full measure,

3. But when they have to give by measure or weight to men, give less than due.

4. Do they not think that they will be called to account?


**1. Woe to Al-Mutaffifin [those who give less in measure and weight (decrease the rights of others)],

2. Those who, when they have to receive by measure from men, demand full measure,

3. And when they have to give by measure or weight to men, give less than due.

4. Think they not that they will be resurrected (for reckoning),

–Surah Al-Mutaffifin (Those Who Deal in Fraud), chapter 83, verses 1—4, Holy Qur'an, Dar-us-Salam
Publications translation [No emphasis added; bracketed comments are in original], brief Fair Use quote

**Accepted by all observant Jews and Christians as Canon Scripture:**

16 – At the same time I gave orders to your judges: "Listen carefully to complaints and accusations
between your fellow Israelites. Judge fairly between each person and his fellow or foreigner.
17 – Don't play favorites; treat the little and the big alike; listen carefully to each. Don't be impressed by
big names. This is God's judgment you're dealing with. Hard cases you can bring to me; I'll deal with
them." – Deuteronomy 1:16-17 Holy Bible, “The Message” translation

But the Lord said to Samuel, “Do not consider his appearance or his height, for I have rejected him. The
Lord does not look at the things people look at. People look at the outward appearance, but the Lord
looks at the heart.” – 1st Samuel 16:7, Holy Bible, NIV

When the righteous are in authority, the people rejoice; but when the wicked beareth rule, the people
mourn. – Proverbs 29:1, Holy Bible, KJV

**Accepted by all observant Christians as Canon Scripture: The Holy Bible**

“46 And He said, “Woe to you also, lawyers! For you load men with burdens hard to bear, and you
yourselves do not touch the burdens with one of your fingers.” “3 Therefore whatever they tell you to
observe, that observe and do, but do not do according to their works; for they say, and do not do. 4 For
they bind heavy burdens, hard to bear, and lay them on men’s shoulders; but they themselves will not
move them with one of their fingers.” [Luke 11:46; Matthew 23:3-4, NKJV, Words of Jesus in red]

**Commentary:** 'Lawyers' & others, such as Federal Lawmakers, who “load men with burdens” (by
passing laws stripping students' ability to obtain bankruptcy for most college loans -and stripping 'Truth
In Lending' requirements to give borrowers fair 'Due Process' notice of this) certainly violate the Golden
Rule. Lawmakers are hypocrites: They wouldn't accept this 'too hard to bear' 'burden' on their shoulders!

Acts 10:34, Holy Bible, NIV:
Then Peter began to speak: “I now realize how true it is that God does not show favoritism

James 2:1, Holy Bible, NIV:
My brothers and sisters, believers in our glorious Lord Jesus Christ must not show favoritism.
Accepted by all observant Jews and Christians as Canon Scripture:
“Do not oppress the widow or the fatherless, the alien or the poor. In your hearts do not think evil of each other.” – Zechariah 7:10, Holy Bible, NIV

18 The sons of Israel did not strike them because the leaders of the congregation had sworn to them by the Lord the God of Israel. And the whole congregation grumbled against the leaders. 19 But all the leaders said to the whole congregation, “We have sworn to them by the Lord, the God of Israel, and now we cannot touch them. – Joshua 9:18-19, Holy Bible, NASB [We must not fail to keep our word.]

Accepted by all observant Christians as Canon Scripture:

James 1:27, Holy Bible, KJV “Pure religion and undefiled before God and the Father is this, To visit the fatherless [e.g., orphans] and widows in their affliction, and to keep himself unspotted from the world.” [Comments in bracket for clarification; not in original]

Accepted by all observant Muslims as Canon Scripture:

Surah An-Nisa' (The Women), chapter 4, verses 8—9, Holy Qur'an, Dar-us-Salam Publications translation, brief Fair Use quote:
8. And when the relatives and the orphans and Al-Masakin (the poor) are present at the time of division, give them out of the property, and speak to them words of kindness and justice.
9. And let those (executors and guardians) have the same fear in their minds as they would have for their own, if they had left weak offspring behind. So let them fear Allah and speak right words.

SURAH 4:8—9, Holy Qur'an, Abdullah Yusuf Ali translation, brief Fair Use quote:
8. But if at the time of division other relatives, or orphans or poor, are present, feed them out of the (property), and speak to them words of kindness and justice.
9. Let those (disposing of an estate) have the same fear in their minds as they would have for their own if they had left a helpless family behind: Let them fear Allah, and speak words of appropriate (comfort).

STANDARD OF LAW:
“Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the government for a redress of grievances.” (Am. 1, Emphasis in boldface and underline added for clarity; not in original) Even in such compelling cases as Public Education, the right to Free Exercise of religion trumps the law of the land, per the U.S. Supreme Court:

“Held:

1. The State's interest in universal education is not totally free from a balancing process when it impinges on other fundamental rights, such as those specifically protected by the Free Exercise Clause of the First Amendment...
2. Respondents have amply supported their claim that enforcement of the compulsory formal education requirement after the eighth grade would gravely endanger if not destroy the free exercise of their religious beliefs...
3. Aided by a history of three centuries as an identifiable religious sect and a long history as a successful and self-sufficient segment of American society, the Amish have demonstrated the sincerity of their religious beliefs...
4. The State's claim that it is empowered, as parens patriae, to extend the benefit of secondary education to children regardless of the wishes of their parents cannot be sustained against a free exercise claim of the nature revealed by this record...”


ARGUMENT: As a matter of law, the persecution to which borrowers are subjected is far and above that which the Amish, as described in Wisconsin v. Yoder, supra, encountered.

Obiter Dictum: The lawmakers' own actions (enacting 'unjust laws') violate the 'Golden Rule,' and if they subscribe to these religions, Judaism (which accepts Leviticus as Canon), and Christianity (which accepts both Old and New Testaments of the Holy Bible as Canon), and, as indicated supra, the Muslim faith. –If said parties trust their own Holy Scriptures' standard as valid, then they are bound by said standards regarding unjust laws, oppression, and other prohibited acts:

CONCLUSION: Lawmakers/Courts are obligated to lighten the burden to what they, themselves, in SIMILAR (bad job market) circumstances would desire, and thus not abridge religious freedoms.

XIII. Violations of Constitutionality-protected Religious Freedoms (continued)

STATEMENT OF FACTS: Eventual discharge of debts is mandated by many religions

Besides secs. XII-XIV, here, see also Apx. E-F for more religious cites.

Student Loan debt can not be discharged in bankruptcy except in very rare circumstances, and can almost never be forgiven. This conflicts with a wide body of Holy Scriptures of various religions—and indeed: This is not the first time in history blanket forgiveness of debts has been considered in this passage of Holy Scripture which is accepted by both observant Jews and Christians:

“1At the end of every seven years you shall grant a release of debts. 2And this is the form of the release: Every creditor who has lent anything to his neighbor shall release it; he shall not require it of his neighbor or his brother, because it is called the LORD’s release…9Beware lest there be a wicked thought in your heart, saying, ‘The seventh year, the year of release, is at hand,’ and your eye be evil against your poor brother and you give him nothing, and he cry out to the LORD against you, and it become sin among you. 10You shall surely give to him, and your heart should not be grieved when you give to him, because for this thing the LORD your God will bless you in all your works and in all to which you put your hand. 11For the poor will never cease from the land; therefore I command you, saying, ‘You shall open your hand wide to your brother, to your poor and your needy, in your land.’”

(HOLY BIBLE, Deuteronomy 15:1-11, NKJV) Note: Lev. 25:13 (“‘In this Year of Jubilee, each of you shall return to his possession”) shows that this is a forgiveness of a lease, not of a purchase, and that the land returns to the original family, but the principal remains the same: See infra.

While some Christians may not be aware that the Old Testament is still generally legally-binding (except for the blood sacrifice of Jesus' own death), it indeed is:

This Old Testament Law is still binding since Jesus clearly said, in MATTHEW 5:17 the following:

“Think not that I am come to destroy the law, or the prophets: I am not come to destroy, but to fulfil.” (Holy Bible, KJV, Words of Jesus in red) The only thing no longer done is animal sacrifice for a sin offering: Jesus fulfilled that in its entirety, but nothing else. As an example to prove this to be correct, note that even long after Jesus' death and resurrection, his followers were still keeping the Old Testament Sabbath: Acts, chapters 13 and 15-18, and in particular: “And Paul, as his manner was, went in unto them, and three sabbath days reasoned with them out of the scriptures,”(ACTS 17:2, Holy Bible, KJV). So the Deuteronomy passage is still legally binding upon all observant and practicing Christians.
**STANDARD OF LAW:** The 'Free Exercise' statement of law, supra, regarding the First Amendment is incorporated here as if fully set forth verbatim.

**ARGUMENT:** Those 'moral conservatives' who would suggest this is not fair for those students who have already repaid their debts should note that in the Deuteronomy passage above, no allowance is made for special treatment for those debtors who had repaid their debts - they just had to 'tough it out' and be glad their neighbors' debts were forgiven. This is the kind of ‘tough love’ that is needed to address the higher education and bankruptcy crisis hitting our nation, not unlike the ‘hard-line’ advice given in both Old and New Testaments regarding how to address housing and homeless issues. Isaiah 58:6-7 (Old Testament) demands that you take in the homeless wandering stranger - and no less than Jesus, Himself, in the New Testament (Matthew 25:31-46) repeats this same demand -echoing all sustentative requirements laid down by the prophet Isaiah: Jesus makes no bones about the consequences for not feeding the hungry, clothing the naked, or taking in the homeless: With Divine authority conferred upon Him, Jesus does no less than send the malefactors directly to Hell. -- Jesus also said: “And whenever you stand praying, if you have anything against anyone, forgive him and let it drop (leave it, let it go), in order that your Father Who is in heaven may also forgive you your [own] failings and shortcomings and let them drop.” (Mark 11:25, Holy Bible, AMP) -- LASTLY, Jesus also said: “...forgive, and ye shall be forgiven.” (Luke 6:37b, Holy Bible, KJV)

**CONCLUSION:** Therefore, if this standard still be in force, then Student Loans must be treated like all other loan instruments and forgiven after 7 years.

**XIV. Violations of Constitutionality-protected Religious Freedoms (continued)**

**STATEMENT OF FACT:** Numerous Bible passages prohibit usury (e.g., interest on loans) from being charged:

_Besides secs. XII-XIV, here, see also Apx. E-F for more religious cites._

(From the Amplified Bible)

Matthew 25:27
Then you should have invested my money with the bankers, and at my coming I would have received what was my own with interest.

Luke 19:23
Then why did you not put my money in a bank, so that on my return, I might have collected it with interest?

NOTE: Jesus does not say He agrees with interest being charged -- He only acknowledges its existence; but, even assuming Jesus now approves of interest charged on loans, a change from Old Testament times, nonetheless, He does *not* approve of over-bearing or oppressively crushing interest and charges, as described below -- You use Scripture to interpret Scripture:

However, since Matthew 5:17, quoted supra, shows that Jesus still considers the Old Testament to be in force, therefore the following are still current standards of conduct:

Exodus 22:25, (AMP, e.g., “Amplified Bible” version, here & below)
If you lend money to any of My people with you who is poor, you shall not be to him as a creditor, neither shall you require interest from him.
* Leviticus 25:36: Charge him no interest or [portion of] increase, but fear your God, so your brother may [continue to] live along with you.
* Leviticus 25:37: You shall not give him your money at interest nor lend him food at a profit.
* Deuteronomy 23:19: You shall not lend on interest to your brother--interest on money, on victuals, on anything that is lent for interest.
* Deuteronomy 23:20: You may lend on interest to a foreigner, but to your brother you shall not lend on interest, that the Lord your God may bless you in all that you undertake in the land to which you go to possess it.
* Nehemiah 5:7; 5:10; 10:32b: 7 I thought it over and then rebuked the nobles and officials. I told them, You are exacting interest from your own kinsmen. And I called a great assembly against them. 10 I, my brethren, and my servants are lending them money and grain. Let us stop this forbidden interest! 32b ...we shall not buy it on the Sabbath or on a holy day; and we shall forego raising crops the seventh year [letting the land lie fallow] and the compulsory payment of every debt.
* Psalm 15:5: [He who] does not put out his money for interest [to one of his own people] and who will not take a bribe against the innocent. He who does these things shall never be moved.
* Proverbs 28:8: He who by charging excessive interest and who by unjust efforts to get gain increases his material possession gathers it for him [to spend] who is kind and generous to the poor.
* Ezekiel 18:8: Who does not charge interest or percentage of increase on what he lends [in compassion], who withholds his hand from iniquity, who executes true justice between man and man, 18:13: And has charged interest or percentage of increase on what he has loaned [in supposed compassion]; shall he then live? He shall not live! He has done all these abominations; he shall surely die; his blood shall be upon him.
* Ezekiel 18:17: Who has withdrawn his hand from [oppressing] the poor, who has not received interest or increase [from the needy] but has executed My ordinances and has walked in My statutes; he shall not die for the iniquity of his father; he shall surely live.
* Ezekiel 22:12: In you they have accepted bribes to shed blood; you have taken [forbidden] interest and [percentage of] increase, and you have greedily gained from your neighbors by oppression and extortion and have forgotten Me, says the Lord God.

Accepted by all observant MUSLIMS, practicing ISLAM, Canon Scripture:
* “Those who consume interest cannot stand [on the Day of Resurrection] except as one stands who is being beaten by Satan into insanity. That is because they say, "Trade is [just] like interest." But Allah has permitted trade and has forbidden interest. So whoever has received an admonition from his Lord and desists may have what is past, and his affair rests with Allah. But whoever returns to [dealing in interest or usury] - those are the companions of the Fire; they will abide eternally therein.” Al-Baqarah (The Cow), Surah 2:275, THE NOBLE QUR'AN (Sahih International translation), © QURAN.COM. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED 2016, FAIR USE quote: http://quran.com/2
* “130. O ye who believe! Devour not usury, doubling and quadrupling (the sum lent). Observe your duty to Allah, that ye may be successful.” (The Family of Imran) Qur'aan (Holy Koran) Surah 3:130 (Pickthall Translation, FAIR USE quote)
* “161. That they took usury, though they were forbidden; and that they devoured men's substance wrongfully;—we have prepared for those among them who reject faith a grievous punishment.” (The Women) Surah 4:161, Holy Koran, Surah 4:161 (M.H. Shakir Translation, FAIR USE quote)
* “39. The usury you practice, seeking thereby to multiply people's wealth, will not multiply with God. But what you give in charity, desiring God's approval-these are the multipliers.” Surah al-Rum (The Romans) Quran in English 30:39 (Translated by Talal Itani) http://www.clearquran.com/030.html (You are free to share and distribute this translation. ClearQuran is provided under the Creative Commons License. Attribution, NonCommercial, NoDerivs. Available in two editions: Edition (A) uses the word 'Allah' to refer to the Creator. Edition (B) uses the word 'God'.)
* “[Interest] is pure Riba [Usury] and Allah has forbidden Riba and dealing with it is known among all Muslims...[and]...that taking Riba [Usury, even] for the purpose of giving it as alms, a present or any other good deed does not make it their lawful.” Source: “Fatwa No : 81349,” Bank account, Fatwa Date : 2001-09-11 19:53:53 / 2001-09-11 19:53:53 http://www.islamweb.net/emerath/index.php?page=showfatwa&FatwaId=81349 (FAIR USE quote)

Contra: "The Quran forbids usury, not interest. Quite a few states in USA have laws against usury. Usury is defined as excessive interest. A Dictionary defines usury as "an excessive or inordinate premium for the use of money borrowed", "extortionate interest", or "the practice of taking exorbitant or excessive interest." The Arabic language also makes distinction between interest (Fa'eda) and usury (Reba). The Quran forbids Reba or usury." Source: “Usury & Interest Rate in Quran” (FAIR USE quote) http://submission.org/usury_Interest_Rate.html


* However, in violation of these religious beliefs (Jewish, Christian, & Muslim), 'Usury' (interest, in many cases, very excessive/oppressive interest) is still charged on loans, Student Loans included.

**STANDARD OF LAW:** The 'Free Exercise' statement of law, supra, regarding the First Amendment is incorporated here as if fully set forth verbatim.

**ARGUMENT:** This is in clear violation of these standards (still current, and not out-dated), and any follower of either Judaism or Christianity, is in violation to charge interest on any loan. Interest can not, therefore, legally (according to Holy Bible Law) be charged, and the most that might be legimitately argued is a “rate of inflation” increase – no more, and not even a late fee, although that is debatable, since on-time payment is obligated by both Old and New Testaments:

“27 Do not withhold good from those to whom it is due, when it is in your power to act. 28 Do not say to your neighbor, “Come back tomorrow and I’ll give it to you”— when you already have it with you.” (Proverbs 3:27-28, Holy Bible, NIV)

“Let no debt remain outstanding, except the continuing debt to love one another, for whoever loves others has fulfilled the law.” (Romans 13:8, Holy Bible, NIV)

Even the Scriptures that are in the Catholic Canon of the Holy Bible have application here: “Fight to the death for truth, and the Lord God will fight for you.” Sirach 4:28, Holy Bible, NRSV, 1989

**Obiter Dictum:** If there is, indeed a 'God,' then, in order to avoid Divine Wrath in an eternal hereafter, it might also be a good idea to be compliant regarding all these petitions/grievances, for that reason alone: “4 Hear this, you who trample the needy and do away with the poor of the land, 5...skimping on the measure, boosting the price and cheating with dishonest scales, 6 buying the poor with silver and the needy for a pair of sandals...7 The LORD has sworn by himself, the Pride of Jacob: “I will never forget anything they have done.” (Amos 8:4-7, Holy Bible, NIV; Cf.: Lev. 19:35-36; Deut. 25:13-16; Job 31:6; Prov. 11:1, 16:11, 20:10, 20:23; Ez. 45:10; Amos 8:1-7; Micah 6:11)

**CONCLUSION:** Interest charges (other than service fees and rate-of-inflation increases, as well as any and all abuse) must cease and desist, and restitution made, in order to be compliant with the Free Exercise Clause of the 1st Amendment. It is not unreasonable for Lawmakers to grant a prohibition on Usury here.
XV. PREDATORY and SUB-PRIME LENDING

STATEMENT OF FACTS: The facts, in other parts of the instant brief, both supra and infra, regarding predatory and sub-prime lending, are hereby incorporated in this section and in this instant Brief as if fully set forth verbatim herein.

STANDARD OF LAW: The Investor's Dictionary gives this definition of 'Predatory Lending' as: “the practice of convincing borrowers to agree to unfair and abusive loan terms. This could be done either through outright deception or through aggressive sales tactics, taking advantage of borrowers' lack of understanding of extremely complicated transactions.”

* http://www.investordictionary.com/definition/predatory-lending
* (Predatory lending: Definition, InvestorDictionary.com)

The FDIC seems to agree: The FDIC (Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation), on page 2 of their report, “Challenges and FDIC Efforts Related to Predatory Lending” (Report No. 06-011), dated June 2006, defines predatory lending: “Predatory lending typically involves imposing unfair and abusive loan terms on borrowers, and statistics show that borrowers lose more than $25 billion annually due to predatory practices. Predatory lending can be detrimental to consumers and increases the financial and reputation risk for financial institutions. Characteristics potentially associated with predatory lending include, but are not limited to, (1) abusive collection practices, (2) balloon payments with unrealistic repayment terms, (3) equity stripping associated with repeat refinancing and excessive fees, and (4) excessive interest rates that may involve steering a borrower to a higher-cost loan.”

* http://www.fdicoig.gov/reports06/06-011.pdf
* [Note: The $25B estimate looks low, as it is only about $83.33 per person, in a nation of 300 Million.)

Louisiana State University's AgCenter further gives this definition of 'Predatory Lending': “Predatory lending is the practice of making loans to consumers who have little ability to repay the loan. It involves the use of deceptive and/or high-cost consumer loans and equity-stripping mortgages. Predatory lenders exploit borrowers by charging extremely high interest and fees. A common element of all predatory loans is exploiting a consumer’s ability to repay. Predatory lending includes both:

- Technically legal, but high-cost, loans
- Outright fraud through deceptive sales practices”

* http://www.lsuagcenter.com/en/family_home/home/design_construction/Getting+Started/Preparing+Financially/What+is+Predatory+Lending.htm
* (“Preparing Financially,” LSU AgCenter, © Copyright 2010, brief Fair Use quote)

The FDIC’s definition of 'Sub-Prime' lending seems to show this to be a special case of Predatory Lending: Sub-prime lending is defined as lending to “Subprime borrowers ,” who are defined as borrowers who “typically have weakened credit histories that include payment delinquencies, and possibly more severe problems such as charge-offs, judgments, and bankruptcies. They may also display reduced repayment capacity as measured by credit scores, debt-to-income ratios, or other criteria that may encompass borrowers with incomplete credit histories. Subprime loans are loans to borrowers displaying one or more of these characteristics at the time of origination or purchase.”

* (“Subject: Subprime Lending,” Press Releases, FDIC, communications@fdic.gov, Last Updated 01/31/2001)
HUD agrees with the aforementioned:

“Typically, subprime loans are for persons with blemished or limited credit histories. The loans carry a higher rate of interest than prime loans to compensate for increased credit risk.”

* (“Subprime Lending,” U.S. Dept of Housing and Urban Development, Saturday, 17 November 2012)

They support this definition offered by Investopedia:

“Definition of 'Subprime Loan' [line-break] A type of loan that is offered at a rate above prime to individuals who do not qualify for prime rate loans. Quite often, subprime borrowers are often turned away from traditional lenders because of their low credit ratings or other factors that suggest that they have a reasonable chance of defaulting on the debt repayment.”

* http://www.investopedia.com/terms/s/subprimeloan.asp#axzz2CSk18JGx
- (“Subprime Loan,” INVESTOPEDIA, © 2012, Investopedia US, A Division of ValueClick, Inc., brief Fair Use quote)

The Courts agree with this definition:

“As the subprime home mortgage industry has grown over the last decade, increasing attention has focused on predatory lending abuses [sic] the practice of making loans containing interest rates, fees or closing costs that are higher than they should be in light of the borrower's credit and net income, or containing other exploitative terms that the borrower does not comprehend.1 See Debra Pogrund Stark, Unmasking the Predatory Loan in Sheep's Clothing: A Legislative Proposal, 21 Harv. BlackLetter L.J. 129, 130 (2005) (noting the "unresolved and heated debate between consumer advocates and lenders over how to curb the activities of predatory mortgage brokers and lenders without adversely affecting the robust legitimate sub-prime market").” [The 'sic' comment in brackets, above, indicates a typographical error in the original, but copied faithfully in the instant citation.]


CASE LAW agrees—adding that monetary sanctions for this tort are appropriate:

“Thereafter and in accordance with Laws of 2008, chapter 472, § 3-a, and in view of the fact that the loan at issue was deemed to "subprime" or "high-cost" in nature, defendant seasonably requested that the court convene a settlement conference....The court found IndyMac's position to be deeply troubling, especially since a plethora of subprime loans in this county's Foreclosure Conference Part have been successfully modified...In short, each and every proposal by defendant, no matter how reasonable, was soundly rebuffed by plaintiff. Viewed objectively, it is apparent that plaintiff's conduct in this matter falls within the definitions set forth in 22 NYCRR 130-1.1 (c) (2), which might well warrant the imposition of monetary sanctions.”

%2020091207180.xml&docbase=CSLWAR3-2007-CURR
The courts have also found Predatory Lending not to be restricted to merely sub-prime housing mortgages:

“Plaintiff asserts that none of the paragraphs of the predatory lending statute are applicable to him because he is not a "lender" and the statute was "enacted specifically for banking (**30 Misc 3d at 403) institutions and/or mortgage bankers or brokers." Plaintiff, however, offers no support for this proposition. On the other hand, the Banking Law is, in general, "applicable to all corporations, partnerships and individuals ... and to such other corporations, unincorporated associations, partnerships and individuals as shall subject themselves to special provisions thereof, or who shall, by violating any of [*4]its provisions, become subject to the penalties provided therein" (Banking Law § 1). Thus, the language of the statute is unequivocal and the court cannot apply rules of construction in order to narrow its application (Insurance Co. of N. Am. v ABB Power Generation, 91 NY2d 180, 186 [1997]; Bender v Jamaica Hosp., 40 NY2d 560, 562 [1976]).”

(Balsam v Fioriglio, 30 Misc 3d 400, 2010 NY Slip Op 20469, Supreme Court, Kings County, N.Y., November 22, 2010)

As well, courts frown upon not only Sub-Prime Lending, but also Predatory Lending, and agree tort fees are in order:

“This court has denied the plaintiff bank’s summary judgment motion in a mortgage foreclosure action because it has found that the original lender has violated the "predatory lending" statutes found in Banking Law § 6-l. As a result of the findings of violations of the predatory lending sections of the Banking Law this court grants the defendant homeowner summary judgment wherein he may be entitled to damages to include the voiding of the mortgage and loan, along with the return of all mortgage payments, the expenses of obtaining the loans and attorney fees.”

(LaSalle Bank, N.A. v Shearon, 19 Misc 3d 433, 2008 NY Slip Op 28032, Supreme Court, Richmond County, N.Y., January 28, 2008)

Federal Courts agree with State Courts both regarding its illegality and regarding tort damages:

“Michael Lance Persac, a mortgage broker, pleaded guilty of conspiring with others to commit wire and mail fraud to facilitate the approval and issuance of residential mortgage loans to possibly unqualified borrowers. The district court sentenced Persac to a 30-month term of imprisonment and to a three-year period of supervised release...The district court found that, as a result of Persac’s fraudulent conduct, the lenders suffered actual losses when borrowers failed to pay their loans as agreed and when the lenders wrote down the principal balances of loans in settlement of civil litigation brought against them by borrowers complaining of predatory lending practices.” [Emphasis in bold and underline added for clarity; not in original.]

* Cf: http://www.ca5.uscourts.gov/opinions%5Cunpub%5C11/11-60813.0.wpd.pdf

ARGUMENTS: The loan instruments utilised for most, if not all, Student Loans, easily fit the definition for both Sub-prime Loans and Predatory Lending, as described inter alia in the instant brief.

CONCLUSION: For this reason, tort damages are in order.
XVI. Direct Violations of Art. 1, §§8—10, U.S. Const. (The Legislative Branch)

STATEMENT OF FACTS:

Count 1: The U.S. Congress has, as described and documented supra, passed laws that, retroactively, changed the punishment, and inflicted a greater punishment, than the law annexed to the crime, when committed, regarding obtaining bankruptcy.

Not paying on one's student loan (a crime) held NO punishment in times past, but existing loans then, retroactively, became unable to be discharged via the standard method, and had to meet a much higher 'Undue Hardship' standard, which effectively made discharge on the previous terms a crime (and thus with greater punishment so annexed).

The change in law also made an action (obtaining bankruptcy under standard, as opposed to 'Undue Hardship' standards) done before the passing of the law, and which was innocent when done (this was indeed innocent), criminal; and punishes such action: One would certainly get punished if he obtained such a bankruptcy, as it conflicts with current law on that subject matter.

Count 2: Congress passed laws not permitted in Art. 1, §8, U.S. Const.

Count 3: Congress passed laws non-uniform laws on the subject of Bankruptcies throughout the United States: This is incontrovertible and known fact.

STANDARD OF LAW: The U.S. Constitution, in Art. 1, §§8—9 (The Legislative Branch), says, in relevant part, the following:

Article 1 - The Legislative Branch; Section 8 - Powers of Congress

“...To establish...uniform Laws on the subject of Bankruptcies throughout the United States.”

Article 1 - The Legislative Branch; Section 9 - Limits on Congress

“No Bill of Attainder or ex post facto Law shall be passed.”

The official U.S. Constitution website gives this definition of an “ex post facto” law:

“Ex post facto
ex post facto adj. Formulated, enacted, or operating retroactively. [Med Lat., from what is done afterwards] Source: AHD

In U.S. Constitutional Law, the definition of what is ex post facto is more limited. The first definition of what exactly constitutes an ex post facto law is found in *Calder v Bull* (3 US 386 [1798]), in the opinion of Justice Chase:

*1st. Every law that makes an action done before the passing of the law, and which was innocent when...*
done, criminal; and punishes such action. 2d. Every law that aggravates a crime, or makes it greater than it was, when committed. 3d. Every law that changes the punishment, and inflicts a greater punishment, than the law annexed to the crime, when committed. 4th. Every law that alters the legal rules of evidence, and receives less, or different, testimony, than the law required at the time of the commission of the offense, in order to convict the offender.”

* http://www.UsConstitution.net/glossary.html#EXPOST

In fact, the states are not even allowed to pass “Ex post facto” laws:

“No State shall...pass any Bill of Attainder, *ex post facto Law*, or Law impairing the Obligation of Contracts, or grant any Title of Nobility.”
(U.S. Const., Art. I, §10, Clause 1; Emphasis added in bold-underline; not in original)

ARGUMENTS:

Count 1a:
The U.S. Congress has, in passing laws that, retroactively, changed the punishment, and inflicted a greater punishment, than the law annexed to the crime regarding obtaining bankruptcy (e.g., not paying on one's student loan, a crime), which held NO punishment in times past (with but existing loans then, retroactively, becoming unable to be discharged via the standard method), and thus having to meet a much higher 'Undue Hardship' standard (which effectively made discharge on the previous terms a crime and thus with greater punishment so annexed), violated Art. I, §9, U.S. of the U.S. Constitution.

Count 1b:
The change in law also making this action (obtaining bankruptcy under standard, as opposed to 'Undue Hardship' standards) done before the passing of the law (and which was innocent when done), criminal, and punishing said action, also violates Art. I, §9, U.S. of the U.S. Constitution.

Count 2:
Art. 1, §8 of the U.S. Constitution makes no provision for the Congress to use money collected from the public funds (taxes) available for either the making or guaranteeing of student loans: Congress has over-stepped its powers here.

The nation's founders were surely aware that excess interference in the Free Market by creation of this type of loan would certainly not only bid up anything that it subsidises (in this case, tuition, the “costs of college,” in a similar fashion as housing prices shot up when loans were forced upon them in the infamous 2010 Housing Bubble fiasco) but also probably end up costing taxpayer, unconstitutionally and unnecessarily—the taxpayer who both makes and guarantees said loans, remember?

That is precisely why they did not give or grant Congress such powers.

Count 3:
Art. 1, §8 of the U.S. Constitution, when granting powers to Lawmakers, specifically only allows the power to create “*uniform* Laws on the subject of Bankruptcies throughout the United States.” (Emphasis added in bold-faced underline for clarity; not in original.) The laws governing Student Loans are **clearly** not “uniform.” (Obiter Dictum: This disparity is also a violation of Equal Protection, a
special case of this standard, but this distinction, here, is legally moot, as it matters not one whit whether or not there actually is an Equal Protection violation: Since this act is prohibited by the plain and clear language of the constitution on the legal point of bankruptcies, it is all-the-same an Unconstitutional “overstep” of authority on the part of Federal Lawmakers.)

**CONCLUSION:** For this reason, tort damages are in order in the present, and these laws should, as a matter of Constitutional Law, be changed in the future, at the earliest possible opportunity.
SUMMARY CONCLUSIONS: “Obiter Dictum”

Based on the available data, a number of recommendations to address rising tuition have been advanced by both experts and consumer and students' rights advocates.

NOTE: Most of these requests are “Obiter Dictum” for interested readers who wish to better our society. However, formal prayers, petitions, and requests of this court follow:

** Colleges and universities should look for ways to reduce costs of instructor and administrator expenditures (e.g., cut salaries and/or reduce staff).
** State and Federal governments should increase appropriations, grants, and contracts to colleges and universities, but only if said grants are conditionally tied to keeping the rate of tuition affordable.
** Federal, state, and local governments should reduce the regulatory burden on colleges and universities.

** The Federal Government should enact partial or total loan forgiveness for students who have taken out student loans, since the principle (not even including interest and fees or predatory lending and other fraud) was vastly inflated. Since both Student Loan debt and tuition are skyrocketing (as well as sharp increase in recent Student loan defaults), all this burdensome debts on students prevents them from contributing to the economy, and the load should be lightened. Since the the lack of all standard consumer protections (particularly bankruptcy) leaves the student borrower defenseless against predatory lending, there is no incentive for the colleges to lower tuition (or the lenders to lower interest or late fees), thus leading to rising “tuition inflation.” (As “tuition inflation” is a component of “overall inflation,” it is quite obvious that overall inflation increases as well, due to removal of and lack of Standard Consumer Protections, particularly the easy availability Bankruptcy, which Credit Card users currently enjoy.) One corollary of this is the following: Since forgiveness does not require the printing of new dollars (i.e., "too much money chasing too few goods"), it is not inflationary.
** Federal Lawmakers should return standard consumer protections (truth in lending, bankruptcy proceedings, statutes of limitations, etc.) to Student Loans which were removed by the passage of the Bankruptcy Reform Act of 1994 (P.L. 103-394, enacted October 22, 1994), which amended the FFELP (Federal Family Education Loan Program).
** Cut lender subsidies, decrease student reliance on loans to pay for college, and otherwise reduce the 'loan limits' to limit the amount a student may borrow.
** Regulatory or legislative action to lower or freeze the tuition, such as Canada's tuition freeze model, should be enacted by federal lawmakers.
** Other countries, such as Germany, have colleges that charge a student based on what they earn after they graduate, either via a voluntary contractual agreement known as a 'Tuition Contract' or by involuntary regulation of fees by the government. This method offers an incentive to colleges and universities, to provide a quality education, sufficient to enable their students to get a decent job.

“The level of the fees [in the Hanseatic City State of Hamburg, Germany] was lowered to EUR375 and payment was only due after graduating, and only if graduates were earning a pre-tax annual salary in excess of EUR30,000 (US$41,000).”


** In order to offset the costs of tuition, some colleges help students in job searches and job placement after graduation.
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More research should also be done.

Nationally-recognised financial expert, Mark Kantrowitz, in his report (“Research Report: Causes of faster-than-inflation increases in college tuition” by Mark Kantrowitz, Publisher, FinAid, 10 October 2002, http://www.finaid.org/calculators/tuitionanalysis.pdf), issued the following 2 additional recommendations:

#1 – “The National Center for Education Statistics should increase the frequency of the National Postsecondary Student Aid Study to annual, from triennial, in order to permit more timely tracking of the factors affecting tuition rate increases. Likewise, NCES (National Center for Education Statistics) should take steps to improve the efficiency of the data collection and publication for the Digest of Education Statistics, so that all tables will include more recent data. The most recent data listed in some tables is five years old.”

#2 – “The US Department of Education should study the relationship between increases in average EFC (Expected Family Contribution) figures and average tuition rates. In addition, it would be worthwhile to examine how historical average EFC figures have changed relative to family income when measured on a current and constant dollar basis for each income quartile.”
SUMMARY CONCLUSIONS: Formal requests, prayers, and petitions to This Court:

Petition #1 – This court is asked to find unconstitutional such laws as deprive certain borrowers of 'Student Loans' the 'Standard Consumer Protections' of “Truth in Lending,” as a violation of Constitutionally-protected Due Process, specifically a violation of the “Void for Vagueness” standard.

Petition #2 – This court is asked to find unconstitutional such laws as deprive certain borrowers of 'Student Loans' the 'Standard Consumer Protections' as a violation of the Constitutionally-protected Equal Protection.

Petition #3 – This court is asked to hold that borrowers of certain Student Loans made by private lenders were the victim of Tortious Interference when the Federal Government changed the terms of the Loan Instrument after the fact – by removal of ALL Standard Consumer Protections – whether or not notice was given.

Petition #4 – This court is asked to hold that borrowers of certain Student Loans made by the Federal Government were the victim of Breach of Contract when the Federal Government changed the terms of the Loan Instrument after the fact – by removal of ALL Standard Consumer Protections – whether or not notice was given.

Petition #5 – This court is asked to review the other claims of violation of various laws so described and alleged in the instant brief – including, but not limited to Unconscionability, Sub-Prime, and Predatory Lending, Illegal Monopolies, Cruel and Unusual Punishment, Illegal Price-Gouging, and other fraud – and, if such is found, to remedy the victims in an equitable manner.

Petition #6 – Consider criminal charges against lenders, bankers, Higher Ed officials, colleges, and universities, as have been done in similar cases:

“Willie McAteer is set to become the first banker prosecuted over the collapse of the toxic Anglo Irish Bank in 2008-2009. [line-break] McAteer, an executive in the former rogue lender, is due in court in Ireland on fraud charges.”
(“Irish banker McAteer arrested by Anglo probe fraud squad officers,” Belfast Telegraph, July 23, 2012)

“Former Anglo Irish banking chiefs arrested: Three of Ireland's top bankers charged with criminal offenses.” By PADDY CLANCY, Irish Voice Reporter, July 26, 2012
Cf: “NEW YORK (AP) - A former hedge fund portfolio manager was arrested Tuesday in what prosecutors are calling perhaps the most lucrative insider trading scheme of all time...”
* http://www.pressdemocrat.com/article/20121120/APF/1211200969
(“Business Highlights,” By The Associated Press, as reported in the Press Democrat of Santa Rosa, CA)
The most important petition:

Petition #7 – This court is asked to carefully take note of the fact that each alleged tort (so enumerated in the Table of Contents), if true, is in and of itself uniquely sufficient legal cause to justify remedy; and, therefore conclude that the combination of the alleged torts, if true, signifies and documents a “pattern of behaviour,” such that the sum (of the tort-related damages) is greater than the individual parts, due to the additional, albeit intangible, pain and suffering associated with the sum of the oppressive weights added to the necks and yokes of the alleged victims described herein. (In plain English: Each and every individual tort is sufficient legal cause to justify remedy.)

Petitioner, now, hereby petitions This Court for remedy addressing ALL enumerated torts within the “four corners” of this brief, whether any other part of the instant brief makes such a petition or not—including (but not limited to) the following:

- Habeas Corpus relief for the oppressions so described: Case Law is quite clear that Habeas relief is available in a wide variety of dire circumstances, including the following.
- A writ of Quo Warranto should issue, asking “by what right” the illegal actions are done.
- This Court should issue a writ of Prohibition against all illegal acts, in the aid of executing its duties of justice.
- Lastly, in the aid of justice, This Court should issue a writ of Mandamus in cases where the ministerial duty to perform certain required acts is not done.
APPENDIX—A: An Op-Ed submission to The Register from recognised Student Rights advocate, Alan Collinge, who also has 3 degrees in Aerospace Engineering (plus 2 minors in Industrial Systems Engineering, and Philosophy) from the University of Southern California. This makes Mr. Collinge a legitimate and genuine “Rocket Scientist,” and thus intelligent enough to sort through these issues:

“Why College Prices Keep Rising”
By Alan Michael Collinge, Special to The Register | September 16, 2012

For many years, it has been unknown to the general public that all of the major elements comprising the student lending system (i.e. lenders, collection companies, guarantors) made far more money when students defaulted on their loans. Nevertheless, this is a fact, and it is well documented. It is most disturbing, however, that recent analysis of the President’s Budget data reveals that even the US Department of Education, on average, recovers $1.22 for every dollar paid out in default claims. Assuming generous collection costs, and even allowing for a nominal time value of money of a few percent (the governments cost of money is very low), it still appears that the federal government, even, is making a pretty penny from defaults.

How could this be possible? The primary reason for this is that unlike all other types of debt, bankruptcy protections, statutes of limitations, and other standard consumer protections have been removed from federal student loans, and draconian collection powers have been given to collect on hugely inflated, defaulted student loan debt.

The systemic consequences of these types of financial motivations are too numerous to describe here, but one very significant result is that during the legislative process, when the schools, lenders, and their lobbyists pressure Congress to raise the allowable loan limits, the Department of Education—one of the only entities available to act in the interest of the students and call for a freezing (or even a reduction in the lending limits)- has repeatedly failed to tell it like it is regarding defaults. The schools and lenders point and brag about the low “cohort” default rates, but this metric (which hit a low of about 4% in 2005) masks the true default rate, which we now know was likely 25% or higher for years, and today is likely significantly higher than that.

Instead of voicing concern, or even objections to Congress in the lending limit debates, the Department of Education remained largely silent, despite their knowledge about the true default rate for years, and in fact, press releases about the default rate spanning years from the Department of Education speak exclusively of the cohort rate, and this continues to this day, by and large, although media have shed some light on the true default rate in recent years.

This, again, is a key failure in oversight that effectively causes Congress to make decisions without the interests of the borrowers being represented (Of course the lenders and schools claim to have the interests of the students at heart, but their obvious financial motivations discount their credibility on this claim). Therefore, Congress continues to rubber-stamp these legislative efforts, and the schools quickly raise their tuition to bump up against the new lending ceilings.

If the Department of Education were seeing a material, financial loss with loan defaults, they likely would be far more assertive about the reasons NOT to raise the loan limits…and this would provide a critical check on the process. But the Department has been largely absent from these debates, and its misaligned interest is certainly the reason why.
So it must be agreed that lack of Department oversight contributes directly to repeated votes by Congress to raise the loan limits, and we’ve already established the link between this poor oversight, and the removal of consumer protections. So undoubtedly, the removal of standard consumer protections has effectively allowed the schools and lenders to have their way with Congress on this issue.

Critics could argue that the established student advocacy groups should have stepped in to fill this role…and this is obviously true…but the advocates can claim that they did not know that defaults were as high as they were (recent evidence suggests that the true default rate exceeds 1 in 3), therefore any objections from them (assuming they did object) were not strong. Had they known that defaults were as high as they were, one can only assume that they would have objected far more forcefully, starting many years ago.

The current debate surrounding the cause of tuition inflation is a confusing mix of rhetoric that typically involves fingers pointing in all directions…”like a scarecrow in the wind” …among lenders, schools, the Department of Education, the student advocates, and Congress. But of these five entities, four were behaving as expected (i.e. schools pushing for raising the limits, advocates wringing their hands in the absence of defensible proof that things were going awry, lenders playing their part as the selfish, amoral entities they are understood to be, Congress debating what they are told, and ultimately voting based upon this debate).

The Department of Education, however, failed to fulfill its role, and did not disclose to the group the true magnitude of the default problem, as one would expect it to. Therefore the Department is clearly the party whose behavior can ultimately be questioned with strong justification. Of course citizens have every right to be seethingly resentful and angered by all of these actors failing to point out what was obvious…that the students were being saddled with outrageous increases in student loan debt (I believe the advocates bear a tremendous amount of responsibility, for example), but strictly speaking, the Department’s failure is the only one with zero defense.

This is a critical, unambiguous link that is never pointed out, but which is key- the key- to explaining the rampant inflation we have seen in academia over the years. Congress and the president should be demanding to know why key personnel at the Department so badly neglected to fulfill their duties, and take a hard, hard look at the corporate culture that has enabled this sort of gross neglect of basic functions. And of course, the standard consumer protections that should have never been removed from student loans must be returned at the earliest possible opportunity.”

The Register has provided the following handy little graphic ‘flow-chart’ explanation of the predatory lending system, as described in Alan's op-ed, above—and cross-posted on 4 mirrors –and pasted below, as an embedded image in this document:

* http://GordonWatts.com/images/AlanCollingeTuitionChart.jpg
* http://GordonWayneWatts.com/images/AlanCollingeTuitionChart.jpg
* http://ThirstForJustice.net/images/AlanCollingeTuitionChart.jpg
* http://Gordon_Watts.Tripod.com/images/AlanCollingeTuitionChart.jpg
APPENDIX—B: An Op-Ed column appearing in The Register:
[citations omitted for brevity]

“Higher-Ed Tuition Costs: The ‘Conservative’ view is not on either extreme: Students are told from an early age that an education is the only way to success, and yet when they follow the inevitable path, they are lured into a trap—a debt-trap.”

By Gordon Wayne Watts, Editor-in-Chief, The Register | Monday, September 28, 2009
Last Modified: Thursday, 22 November 2012


We think of conservatives as right extremes & liberals as left, polar opposites. However, true conservatives are in the middle (on this matter anyhow), liberals on the extremes. First, the history:

In the 1956-57 school year, one source reports a year of college cost $138, and another source is in close agreement. But remember we have to adjust for inflation: The $138 figure is about $1,062.71 in 2008 dollars, probably the same for 2009, considering the year’s inflation was about 0.1%. However, nowadays, the same year of college costs about $10,066, about a 10X increase. Other sources indicate a cost of $6,142.58 for tuition and $6,920.94 for housing, for a total of $13,063.52 per year, even higher than the $10,066 fig.

Drug users and the criminally insane can take out a line of credit, and run up tons of debt and (although it's hard) still declare bankruptcy. However, student loans are unique among all loans in the lack of
standard consumer protections (truth in lending; bankruptcy proceedings; statutes of limits; the right to refinance; adherence to usury laws; and, Fair Debt & Collection practices, etc.) afforded the borrower. (If institutions of Higher-Ed knew that students could declare bankruptcy, they would be more apt to charge a fair, free-market value for their product -instead of monopoly-style collusion to keep both tuition principle as well as interest rates high -with garnishment and collection and powers that a mobster would envy.)

The fact that this has driven many students to suicide is not without merit: You used to never hear of student loan suicides -this has only now become a crisis in Higher-Ed recently. (Their blood should count for something.) OK, that’s the problem: Skyrocketing Tuition & ‘Tuition Bankruptcies,’ like ‘Medical’ & ‘Housing Bankruptcies.’ If Education is the BACKBONE of America, we have a BROKEN BACK. However, have you considered why this has only now occurred? Let’s eliminate higher quality as an explanation for the tuition increase. Mainstream media claims education quality has actually decreased; Sean Hannity & I both agree that quality has plummeted, so higher tuition isn’t due to better quality.

Any guess why skyrocketing tuition increases have only NOW become a problem? Yes. Since government keeps bailing out Higher-Ed with our tax dollars for grants & loans to students and funding of colleges & universities, these institutions have guaranteed income, thus no incentive to lower prices to Free Market supply & demand values. Put another way, they could care less if you go bankrupt & screw-up your life trying to pay off your debt: They’ve already gotten bailed out in advance. Picture this: Let’s say every restaurant & supermarket is subsidized by Big Brother using tax dollars: Would they be hurt if they charged say $100 for a Big Mac, eventually bankrupting you? No. This isn’t the first time the concept of either expensive food or over-taxation has surfaced. Same with Higher-Ed, the Housing Market, and Social Security. Because of inefficiency & graft, both Hannity & I also agree that tax dollars don't need to keep going to Higher-Ed: Let them stand or fall on their own merit -free market style.

It seems that every time Congress raises the loan limits for Student Loans, and students can afford more (read: go deeper in debt), colleges mysteriously find new excuses to raise the tuition. "Things that make you go 'hmm...'."

Here's where I break ranks with Sean: He feels no matter what government throws at us, we can somehow pay off bills if we work hard from 6am-midnight. NOT. Here's where liberal extremes come in:

* **On one extreme:** You have people asking for free handouts. They don’t want to pay for ANY education: Let the government do it all: That's how Sean classed me in his recent show.

* **On the other extreme:** You have today’s students paying MORE than their fair share, FAR more than peers of yesteryear, for an education whose quality has actually gone DOWN, not up. Since most colleges & universities are state-owned & state-funded and practically ALL institutions of higher ed, even private colleges, receive funding from tax dollars through grants & loans (not to mention being tightly regulated by government as well), they're a de facto ARM of government. Thus funding influx (e.g., tuition) is effectively a tax by the very definition. And if you have someone like Hannity defending extortion of students by a tax which has already increased 10X, you're effectively supporting tax increase. **This extreme is also "Blue-State"-liberal.**
Therefore, having each student owe only the actual value of his/her education would be the conservative thing to do because it falls under moral rights & wrongs as a right thing. Jesus even asked followers that if someone wanted you to go 1 mile to go 2 (e.g., ‘double’). So there's a good case to be made that paying ‘DOUBLE’ (that is, 200%) is also OK since many fiscal conservatives are also religious conservatives thus in alignment with Jesus’ creed. Society has finally gotten rid of the scourge of slavery -or have we? Now they've found a way to snare a whole new group: "Debt Slaves" of all races, creeds, and genders -who they would put in bondage for life under crushing debt. So, immediate forgiveness of the debt of those overcharged would be the only way to right the wrongs and then reset the debt owed to 100%-200% of actual costs. For those who've already somehow paid back their debt, this is stickier. Either these students would have to forgive the government or they might get free education for family members, but to outright refund them cash, even if morally justified, might have an extreme inflationary effect as the number of dollars in circulation increases. Besides being the morally "right" thing to do, when these debt slaves are freed, they will be able to spend more money on basic necessities -thus stimulate the economy; the only ones who would suffer are the banks and lenders -who profit off of others' financial ruin. Colleges made do in the past & they'd make do now to learn to live within their means, stop paying exorbitant salaries, funding stupid building projects, unnecessary clubs & activities. We’ve done it before -we must do it again: "Red-State"-Conservatives must once again save the future. *(PS: If you’re a liberal reading this, you should realize that this affects you too and that we must put aside pride and work together, lest 'divided we fall' -under the weight of crushing and enslaving debt.)*

Furthermore, in the absence of fundamental consumer protections (truth in lending; bankruptcy proceedings; statutes of limits; the right to refinance; adherence to usury laws; and, Fair Debt & Collection practices, etc.), the government and lenders (banks) make more money in interest and particularly, in fees, if the student defaults on the loan, so there is a greater financial incentive/motive for the government & banks to NOT help the student avoid default.

Therefore, seeing the crisis as outlined in this research paper, I would call upon Federal Lawmakers to pass legislation to:

**A.** Prevent any more tax dollars from going to Higher-Ed (be they grants(*) or loans –State or Federal tax dollars)

(*) NOTE: Gordon Wayne Watts, the author of this Position Paper, has reconsidered his view of elimination of grant monies, funded by taxpayer dollars, and now would support *limited* grant monies to offset the very large loss if Federal Law prohibited the government from making or guaranteeing loans. Liberals are partly right on this point: The money to run institutions of Higher Education must come from somewhere. However, the use of *any* grant monies must be conditioned upon the frugal use of said tax dollars, which, in plain English, to conservatives like Mr. Watts, means that these institutions can not use monopoly-style collusion and, in the case of State Colleges, can not impose an excessive tax (tuition is a form of tax, as it flows to an arm of the government, State Colleges), *and* must exercise personal responsibility and must neither spend lavishly, nor succumb to the pressures to distort the market, by charging an artificially inflated high tuition, should grant and/or loan monies become available. Only then, if responsible spending practices were adhered to would Mr. Watts be OK with use
of taxpayer-funded grants to replace or offset losses if and when loans are discontinued or sharply curtailed.

-- As in housing, this influx has distorted the market, resulting in higher tuition. Taxpayers get raped twice by bailing-out Higher-Ed:

*1-* Once because it inflates tuition by enabling colleges' 'addiction' to tax-dollars.

*2-* Secondly, this 'addiction' is enabled by your tax dollars -it costs you.

**B-** Grant immediate forgiveness to all unpaid student loans -and reset the debt to require students to owe only the free-market value of their education (or, up to perhaps twice the Free Market value –but no more), not the exorbitant prices they were price-gouged through the monopoly-style collusion of the institutions of Higher-Ed & lenders/banks with the Federal Government.

**C-** Although government regulation of tuition (e.g., a "Tuition Freeze") would normally be "Big Government Interference," and thus liberal, there is precedent that "Utility Ratemaking" would be appropriate to control (by regulation) the costs of tuition, as is done with other industries classified as public utilities. Higher Education, legally, and by the definition, constitutes a public utility since such businesses constitute a de facto monopoly for the services they provide within a particular jurisdiction. Since a monopoly exists when a specific person or enterprise is the only supplier of a particular commodity, it can be argued that colleges are an enterprise, or group of businesses that have sole access to a market of higher education, as they are the only supplier of a college degree, and are thus comparable to the monopoly of a group electric companies, who are the sole supplier of electricity, and thus subject to government regulation of rates. While this approach is used successfully in many other industries where a monopoly would otherwise threaten the consumer, it is "liberal," and can not work in isolation, and thus, the other solutions outlined in this essay must also be employed in order to save the quickly-sinking Higher Education industry in The United States.

**D-** Other countries, such as Germany, have colleges that charge a student based on what they earn after they graduate, either via a voluntary contractual agreement known as a 'Tuition Contract' or by involuntary regulation of fees by the government. This method offers an incentive to colleges and universities, to provide a quality education, sufficient to enable their students to get a decent job.

**E-** However, since most Lawmakers are cowards, and don't have the 'guts' to do A, B, C, or D, then here's an alternative: Return that standard consumer protections to Student Loans (truth in lending; bankruptcy proceedings; statutes of limits; the right to refinance; adherence to usury laws; and, Fair Debt & Collection practices, etc.) -that were recently removed. WHY? Because, if Colleges/Universities knew that students could declare bankruptcy, they'd be more apt to charge a fair, free-market value for their product -instead of continued indentured servitude slavery debt for life -and, of course, this would afford life-saving relief to ALL students, past, present, and future –and set free a whole new generation of slaves: Debt Slaves.

If these five requirements were made Federal Law, then institutions of Higher-Ed, like Wal-Marts, MacDonald's, and K-Marts, could experience the free market pressures to offer a higher quality -not a propped up house of cards -which has been the source of the problems thus far. (And, yes: Just like the 'Housing' bubble burst, the 'Education' and 'Healthcare' bubbles will burst too if major changes are not made -and the economy *will* crash.) These universities & banks know students must go to college to even have a 'chance' at a job in this economy, so big banks & liberal colleges have a 'captive audience': Their targeting of students is like 'shooting fish in a barrel': These students don't stand a chance when tuition rates are obscenely exorbitant. Students are told from their youth that they need an education to compete in today's world; let's not punish them for doing what is right.

However, any Congressman/Congresswoman or Senator unwilling to pass these basic consumer
protections for Student Loans is suspect for influence from huge campaign contributions by banks and bankers, unwilling to give up the 'mobster-like' protection from a student's ability to declare bankruptcy. Just remember one thing: "Follow the money."

Gordon Wayne Watts received a Bachelor’s degree from The Florida State University with a double major in Biological and Chemical Sciences with honors and was the valedictorian from United Electronics Institute. Watts, a non-lawyer, is best known for his lawsuit on behalf of Terri Schiavo, which lost 4-3 in the Florida Supreme Court, arguably doing better than even then Governor Jeb Bush’s similar suit (lost: 7-0) or Terri Schiavo’s own family’s federal case (lost: 2-1). Mr. Watts, who ran unsuccessfully for Dist. 64 Fla. House of Representatives, is a part-time political activist while he searches for a full-time job in his field.”
Selected pictorial from op-ed above:
“Higher-Ed Tuition Costs: The ‘Conservative’ view is not on either extreme”
By Gordon Wayne Watts, The Register

Political Ideology:
as measured by how much tuition per school year respondent demands of each University/College student

- Conservative
- Neutral
- Liberal
- More Liberal

Region from A-B is liberal because student is getting a free handout.
Region from C-D is conservative because student is paying fair free-market value -or up to twice that, but no more.
Region near E is very liberal because government is getting a free handout - a free ride as student is sorely over-taxed, tuition being a form of tax as described in article.

Percent of actual free-market value
(Amount in 2008/2009 U.S. Dollars)

(Where $1,093.85 is 100% of the free-market value of one school year of higher education as shown by the inflation-adjusted cost of tuition before government subsidies distorted the market - as described in the related article.)

FIGURE 1
APPENDIX—C: Screen-Shot of HR 4170, 2012 “Million Signature” petition (by Robert Applebaum)

Student loan debt has an undeniable and significant suppressive effect on economic growth. The Student Loan Forgiveness Act of 2012 directly addresses this enormous burden on the neck of the middle class and represents a glimmer of hope for millions of Americans who, with each passing day, find that the American Dream is more and more out of reach.

Therefore, we, the undersigned, respectfully request that Congress bring H.R. 4170, the Student Loan Forgiveness Act of 2012, up for consideration and commit to holding a straight, up-or-down vote on it this year. Thereafter, we, the undersigned, respectfully request that President Obama sign this legislation into law.

NEW goal - We need 2,000,000 signatures
There are currently 1,179,073 signatures
This photo of a college professor, which has been circulating the Internet, says the following:

“I am a college professor increasingly frustrated by the incredible debt I see my students taking on.

According to the University of Minnesota, in 1968 a student working 6.2 hours a week at minimum wage would have earned enough to pay annual tuition and fees of $385.

That was back when education was considered a public good and not a private investment...

...back when education was for the 99%.”

The professor depicted above is David Davies, associate professor of anthropology at Hamline University in St. Paul, Minnesota, and his claim is verified as true and correct, according to the Star Tribune of Minnesota, which reports the following: “In 1968-69, a student could have clocked 6.2 hours a week at minimum wage to earn enough to cover annual tuition and fees of $385, according to the U. This year, a student would have to work 33.9 hours a week at minimum wage to cover tuition and fees.”

see also: http://m.StarTribune.com/local/?id=132317538

Both liberals and conservatives are at fault for this mess:
Liberals made loans easily available to anyone who had a pulse, and, like in the infamous Housing bubble of 2010, sellers jacked up prices REAL HIGH because they knew buyers had “easy loans” available. Result: A bubble, and resultant higher prices (distorting the free market, in techie terms)

Then so-called conservatives under Bush removed the bankruptcy safety net. At least the housing buyers could file bankruptcy, and this at least slowed the bubble of price-gouging. However, students, without even the most basic protections that rich Wall Street Bankers have (bankers can file bankruptcy for HUGE SUM$!), are preyed upon even more.

Result: Even worse bubble.

None of us on the conservative side is asking for a 'Free Handout,' but to give huge bankruptcy protections to the rich bankers -even AFTER they've gotten copious liberal 'bailouts' and corporate handouts -and yet, somehow deny poor students the same protections -is patently unfair, and, as I argue here, in the instant brief –in the case at bar.

Although Prof. Davies only harks back to 1968, in truth, the decline in affordability of a college education is much worse than portrayed above: Back in the 1950's, tuition in American colleges/universities was even more affordable, and this was in spite of the fact that American Higher Education was the best in the world. Thus, the decline in both quality and affordability is even worse in the present cause before the court today.

Therefore, we hope This Honourable Court will give full attention to the case sub judice, lest a worse thing come upon our already-beleaguered programme of Higher Education in present-day America.

APPENDIX 'E' – Two Scary Higher-Ed Parables (by Gordon Wayne Watts)

(( #1 )) The first parable is only “somewhat” scary: We remember that 'Conservatives' (such as this writer) cite the 'Second Amendment' as a means of 'self-defense' for American Citizens, right?

“A well regulated militia, being necessary to the security of a free state, the right of the people to keep and bear arms, shall not be infringed.”
~ AMENDMENT II, Constitution of the United States of America
Source: [http://www.law.cornell.edu/constitution/second_amendment](http://www.law.cornell.edu/constitution/second_amendment)

Well, is it not equally true that the ability of College Loan borrowers to file for bankruptcy on the same terms as all other debtors is a “singing sword” of self-defense? Indeed, if the lenders knew that college students could 'defend' themselves against predatory loans, would they not be more apt to charge a fair price for college education? (ANSWER: The answer is obvious – both 'Liberals' and 'Conservatives' are for self-defense. Isn't it ironic that 'Liberals' and 'Conservatives' are so similar in their beliefs when they, themselves, are the victims?)

SUMMARY #1: The 'Conservative' views the 2nd Amendment as a 'physical' self-defense, and the 'Liberal' views bankruptcy as an 'economic' self-defense: both rights are Constitutionally-protected (see supra) and morally right (under both common law and in God's eyes)
The second parable is “very” scary – Let's look at this famous quote to “set the tone,” shall we?

"First, they [Nazis] came for the Jews. I was silent. I was not a Jew. Then they came for the Communists. I was silent. I was not a Communist. Then they came for the trade unionists. I was silent. I was not a trade unionist. Then they came for me. There was no one left to speak for me." (Martin Niemöller, given credit for a quotation in The Harper Religious and Inspirational Quotation Companion, ed. Margaret Pepper (New York: Harper & Row, 1989), 429 -as cited on page 44, note 17, of Religious Cleansing in the American Republic, by Keith A. Fornier, Copyright 1993, by Liberty, Life, and Family Publications. [Obiter Dictum – Some versions have Mr. Niemöller saying: "Then they came for the Catholics, and I didn't speak up, because I was a Protestant"; other versions have him saying that they came for Socialists, Industrialists, schools, the press, and/or the Church; however, it's certain he DID say SOMETHING like this. Actually, they may not have come for the Jews first, as it's more likely they came for the prisoners, mentally handicapped, & other so-called "inferiors" first -as historians tell us-so they could get "practiced up"; however, they did come for them -due to the silence of their neighbors -and due in part to their own silence. So: "Speak up now or forever hold your peace!"]

Here, we have an implicit claim that if you don't help others in need, then 'karma' will come back to bite you (or, as some 'religious' folk might say, "God will get you," or the law of 'sowing & reaping' will ensure a 'bad' harvest). – But, is this true?... Consider this: 'Rich and powerful' business owners obtain an LLC or a 'non-profit' so that they won't be “personally” liable in the event a business fails. So do the board of large, rich churches. [Donald Trump, mentioned supra, was able to discharge huge sums in bankruptcy on four (4) occasions – and thus be 'relieved' of much or all of his debt each time – and so are Credit Card users.] So, will they change laws to prevent you from collecting on an insurance claim, even though that was, indeed, part of the initial contract? (Hint: If many 'holier than thou' types have told student that “you took out the loan, you pay it back,” what, then, is to stop them from telling YOU: “you got into an automobile accident, YOU pay off the claim: your insurance should not have to pay off what you owe.")

More to the point: will they also change laws to make your 'LLC,' 'house,' or even 'hospital' loans ineligible for bankruptcy? If they did did it to college students, what makes you think that you won't be next? In the alternative, if the rich/powerful are afforded bankruptcy discharge for huge sums, why are they denying this to poor college students, burdening these poor students with a burden that these rich/elite, themselves, cannot bear!? Two-faced, double-standard hypocrites. Snakes, as Jesus might call these proud and lofty Pharisees and Lawyers.

**SUMMARY #2: Happened to 'them'?! – Yes: It CAN (and will) happen to you. (But we just don't know when.)**

**Church Leaders: We must not fail to keep our word, lest God curse us:**

The sons of Israel did not strike them because the leaders of the congregation had sworn to them by the Lord the God of Israel. And the whole congregation grumbled against the leaders. But all the leaders said to the whole congregation, “We have sworn to them by the Lord, the God of Israel, and now we cannot touch them. – Joshua 9:18-19, Holy Bible, NASB

However, in failing to obey U.S. Constitutional guidelines (for example: violations of Art. 1, §§8—10, U.S. Const., The Legislative Branch), on page 55, in section XVI, supra, both the Federal Lawmakers and those of you who voted for them (but did not hold them accountable) bore false witness, in regard to keeping our/their word and were truce breakers and covenant breakers (not keeping their/our word to follow the Constitution – the covenant and contract with America) – and, as directly prohibited by the following:

- “Thou shalt not bear false witness against thy neighbour.” [Exodus 20:16 (KJV, Holy Bible)]
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• “Neither shalt thou bear false witness against thy neighbour.” [Deuteronomy 5:20 (KJV, Holy Bible)]
• “Without understanding, covenantbreakers, without natural affection, implacable, unmerciful.” [Romans 1:31 (KJV, Holy Bible)]
• “Without natural affection, trucebreakers, false accusers, incontinent, fierce, despisers of those that are good,” [2 Timothy 3:3 (KJV, Holy Bible)]
• I (author of the instant memorandum, at bar, here) plan to keep my word (to pay back my college loan –if able), but the excessive terms (lack of Bankruptcy protections, etc.) were NOT a part of my original Loan Contract, and thus, I am NOT obligated to pay back any fees/interest above and beyond that which were attached to the original Loan Contract. So, I, for my part, in case you're curious, am not intentionally attempting to be a 'Truce Breaker' who fails to keep his word, like the Federal Lawmakers who wrote law that directly violated numerous provisions of the U.S. Constitution.
• And: for other scary stuff that Jesus promises to do to you if you do not heed these words...

**The Parable of the Unmerciful Servant** [Matthew 18:21-35 (NIV, Holy Bible), words of Jesus in red]

> **21** Then Peter came to Jesus and asked, “Lord, how many times shall I forgive my brother or sister who sins against me? (A) Up to seven times?” (B)
> **22** Jesus answered, “I tell you, not seven times, but seventy-seven times. [a](C)
> **23** Therefore, the kingdom of heaven is like (D) a king who wanted to settle accounts (E) with his servants. 24 As he began the settlement, a man who owed him ten thousand bags of gold[b] was brought to him. 25 Since he was not able to pay, (F) the master ordered that he and his wife and his children and all that he had be sold (G) to repay the debt.
> **26** “At this the servant fell on his knees before him. (H) ‘Be patient with me,’ he begged, ‘and I will pay back everything.’ 27 The servant’s master took pity on him, canceled the debt and let him go.
> **28** “But when that servant went out, he found one of his fellow servants who owed him a hundred silver coins. [c] He grabbed him and began to choke him. ‘Pay back what you owe me!’ he demanded.
> **29** “His fellow servant fell to his knees and begged him, ‘Be patient with me, and I will pay it back.’
> **30** “But he refused. Instead, he went off and had the man thrown into prison until he could pay the debt.
> **31** When the other servants saw what had happened, they were outraged and went and told their master everything that had happened.
> **32** “Then the master called the servant in. ‘You wicked servant,’ he said, ‘I canceled all that debt of yours because you begged me to. 33 Shouldn’t you have had mercy on your fellow servant just as I had on you?’ 34 In anger his master handed him over to the jailers to be tortured, until he should pay back all he owed.
> **35** “This is how my heavenly Father will treat each of you unless you forgive your brother or sister from your heart.”(I)

**Footnotes:**
[a] Matthew 18:22 Or: seventy times seven
[b] Matthew 18:24 Greek: ten thousand talents; a talent was worth about 20 years of a day laborer’s wages.
[c] Matthew 18:28 Greek: a hundred denarii; a denarius was the usual daily wage of a day laborer (see 20:2).
Jesus' parable in Matthew 18:21-35, quoted in its entirety above, is comparable to the student loan crisis, since, of course, looking at footnote [b], we see that the amount that this chap was in debt (10,000 talents, each talent being about 20 years' worth of a day laborer’s wages) was impossible to pay off. (Let's do the math: “about 20-years-wages”/talent times 10,000 talents = about 200,000-years' worth of wages, impossible to pay off just working, not unlike how the late fees and interest, both capitalised and added to the original loan principal, make it quite impossible for student loans to be paid off if the recipient doesn't get a lush and high-paying job.)

What do you think of the 'tough love' that Jesus will use on those who don't forgive others their debts (Matthew 18:21-35, quoted above)? If you thought this was harsh, please see how Jesus, Himself, sends people directly to hell – for, say, not feeding the hungry, clothing the naked, or taking in the homeless:

Jesus says, in Matthew, chapter 25 of the Holy Bible:

Words of Jesus in red, AMP comments in [brackets]; selected editorial comments in {{double parenth}}
35 ...{To those on the right} I was a {{homeless, wandering}} stranger and you [b] brought Me together with yourselves and welcomed and entertained and [c] lodged Me,
43 [To those on the left] I was a {{homeless, wandering}} stranger and you did not welcome Me and entertain Me, I was naked and you did not clothe Me, I was sick and in prison and you did not visit Me with help and ministering care.
44 Then they also [in their turn] will answer, Lord, when did we see You hungry or thirsty or a stranger or naked or sick or in prison, and did not minister to You?
45 And He will reply to them, Solemnly I declare to you, in so far as you failed to do it for the least [[g]in the estimation of men] of these, you failed to do it for Me. (D)
46 Then they will go away into eternal punishment, but those who are just and upright and in right standing with God into eternal life. (E)

Footnotes:

Cross references:
(D) Matthew 25:45 : Prov. 14:31; 17:5.
Sovereign KING Jesus goes on to say:

“46 And He said, “Woe to you also, lawyers! For you load men with burdens hard to bear, and you yourselves do not touch the burdens with one of your fingers.” “3 Therefore whatever they tell you to observe, that observe and do, but do not do according to their works; for they say, and do not do. 4 For they bind heavy burdens, hard to bear, and lay them on men’s shoulders; but they themselves will not move them with one of their fingers.” [Luke 11:46; Matthew 23:3-4, NKJV, Words of Jesus in red]

Commentary: 'Lawyers' & others, such as Federal Lawmakers, who “load men with burdens” (by passing laws stripping students' ability to obtain bankruptcy for most college loans -and stripping 'Truth In Lending' requirements to give borrowers fair 'Due Process' notice of this) violate the Golden Rule. Lawmakers are hypocrites: They wouldn't accept this 'too hard to bear' burden' on their shoulders! So, if a lot of rich, powerful church and business community folk (along with a load of 'middle-class' Credit Card users) get together and outright refuse to stand up for the student borrowers' right to be treated 'equally' and 'fairly' as all other 'distressed debtors' are treated, then what will stop them from being subject to the same thing that the College Students experienced? For example: I can personally attest to the fact that my loans were given to me when bankruptcy was part of the 'Loan Contract,' and yet the terms of the Loan Contract were changed “after-the-fact.” Would these many “rich” folk like it if “Big Brother” government did the same thing to them? Second question: Is such likely? ANSWER: Go back, above, and re-read (this time, more slowly) the testimony of Rev. Niemöller, and just 'sit and wonder' when (not if, but when) you will be subject to the same (or similar) oppressions as the 'silent millions' of college students, people who did not ask to be singled out like this.

This bears repeating, so I shall: Alan Collinge reports at http://StudentLoanJustice.org/press-fact-sheet.html that: “There was never a rational basis for removing bankruptcy protections from student loans. Three decades ago people were discharging their loans shortly after graduation, while highlighted by media and pointed to as a rationalization for bankruptcy removal, turned out to be exceedingly rare. In fact, far less than 1% of all federal loans were actually discharged in bankruptcy.” Is Alan right? Yes: The recent 'urban legend' among some of the “rich & powerful” banker types that Congress had 'good' rationale for removal of bankruptcy protections from student loans, namely that many students were abusing this option by going to college, racking up large debts, & then refusing to pay is easily disproved: Default rates and overall college loan debt, good proxies for levels of bankruptcy filings, used to be very low in the past (back when bankruptcy was an option, and did not require the next-to-impossible 'Undue Hardship' test). However, it was only AFTER bankruptcy (and other Standard Consumer Protections) were removed that Student Loan Debt has, for the FIRST TIME in America's history, surpassed Credit Card Debt.

And, finally... a few words from our sponsor... GOD:

Ecclesiastes 5:13-14, Holy Bible, KJV
13 There is a sore evil which I have seen under the sun, namely, riches kept for the owners thereof to their hurt.
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14 But those riches perish by evil travail: and he begetteth a son, and there is nothing in his hand.

Luke 12:16-21, Holy Bible, KJV, Letters of our Lord in Red, comment(s) [in bracket] for clarity
16 And he [JESUS] spake a parable unto them, saying, The ground of a certain rich man brought forth plentifully:
17 And he thought within himself, saying, What shall I do, because I have no room where to bestow my fruits?
18 And he said, This will I do: I will pull down my barns, and build greater; and there will I bestow all my fruits and my goods.
19 And I will say to my soul, Soul, thou hast much goods laid up for many years; take thine ease, eat, drink, and be merry.
20 But God said unto him, Thou fool, this night thy soul shall be required of thee: then whose shall those things be, which thou hast provided?
21 So is he that layeth up treasure for himself, and is not rich toward God.

James 5:1-6, Holy Bible, English Standard Version (ESV), (except v.1, which is NIV, for clarity)
“Warning to the Rich”
1 Now listen, you rich people, weep and wail because of the misery that is coming on you. 2 Your riches have rotted and your garments are moth-eaten. 3 Your gold and silver have corroded, and their corrosion will be evidence against you and will eat your flesh like fire. You have laid up treasure in the last days. 4 Behold, the wages of the laborers who mowed your fields, which you kept back by fraud, are crying out against you, and the cries of the harvesters have reached the ears of the Lord of hosts. 5 You have lived on the earth in luxury and in self-indulgence. You have fattened your hearts in a day of slaughter. 6 You have condemned and murdered the righteous person. He does not resist you.

So, the government, once again, created a problem, and then offers solutions or cures which are worse than the disease; therefore, it would behoove you to re-read this dissertation very closely, remembering that, yes, “it can happen to you.”

The following, below, is a useful appendix of selected Bible passages for Jews and Christians, as it is from the Judeo-Christian Bible; people of other religions might find this enlightening to address these matters:
Leviticus 19:35-36 (NIV, Holy Bible)
35 “Do not use dishonest standards when measuring length, weight or quantity.(A) 36 Use honest scales(B) and honest weights, an honest ephah[a](C) and an honest hin.[b](D) I am the Lord your God, who brought you out of Egypt.(E)

Footnotes:
[a] Leviticus 19:36 An ephah was a dry measure having the capacity of about 3/5 of a bushel or about 22 liters.
[b] Leviticus 19:36 A hin was a liquid measure having the capacity of about 1 gallon or about 3.8 liters.

Cross references:
(A) Leviticus 19:35 : Dt 25:13-16
(B) Leviticus 19:36 : Job 31:6; Pr 11:1; Hos 12:7; Mic 6:11
(C) Leviticus 19:36 : Jdg 6:19; Ru 2:17; 1Sa 1:24; 17:17; Eze 45:10
(D) Leviticus 19:36 : Dt 25:13-15; Pr 20:10; Eze 45:11
(E) Leviticus 19:36 : S Ex 12:17

Deuteronomy 25:13-16 (NIV, Holy Bible)
13 Do not have two differing weights in your bag—one heavy, one light.(A) 14 Do not have two differing measures in your house—one large, one small. 15 You must have accurate and honest weights and measures, so that you may live long(B) in the land the Lord your God is giving you. 16 For the Lord your God detests anyone who does these things, anyone who deals dishonestly.(C)

Cross references:
(A) Deuteronomy 25:13 : Pr 11:1; 20:23; Mic 6:11
(B) Deuteronomy 25:15 : S Ex 20:12
(C) Deuteronomy 25:16 : Pr 11:1

Job 31:6 (NIV, Holy Bible)
6 let God weigh me in honest scales—and he will know that I am blameless—
Proverbs 11:1 (NIV, Holy Bible)
11 The Lord detests dishonest scales,
   but accurate weights find favor with him.

Proverbs 16:11 (NIV, Holy Bible)
11 Honest scales and balances belong to the Lord;
   all the weights in the bag are of his making.

Proverbs 20:10 (NIV, Holy Bible)
10 Differing weights and differing measures—
   the Lord detests them both.

Proverbs 20:23 (NIV, Holy Bible)
23 The Lord detests differing weights,
   and dishonest scales do not please him.

Ezekiel 45:10 (NIV, Holy Bible)
10 You are to use accurate scales, an accurate ephah and an accurate bath.

A Basket of Ripe Fruit [Amos 8:1-7 (NIV, Holy Bible), Fair Use quote]

1 This is what the Sovereign Lord showed me: a basket of ripe fruit. 2 “What do you see, Amos?” he asked.
   “A basket of ripe fruit,” I answered.
Then the Lord said to me, “The time is ripe for my people Israel; I will spare them no longer.
3 “In that day,” declares the Sovereign Lord, “the songs in the temple will turn to wailing. Many, many bodies—flung everywhere! Silence!”
4 Hear this, you who trample the needy
   and do away with the poor of the land,
5 saying,
   “When will the New Moon be over
      that we may sell grain,
and the Sabbath be ended
      that we may market wheat?”—
   skimping on the measure,
   boosting the price
   and cheating with dishonest scales,
6 buying the poor with silver
   and the needy for a pair of sandals,
   selling even the sweepings with the wheat.
7 The Lord has sworn by himself, the Pride of Jacob: “I will never forget anything they have done.
Micah 6:11 (NIV, Holy Bible)
11 Shall I acquit someone with dishonest scales, with a bag of false weights?

Well, will The Lord God Almighty acquit someone who is a shape-shifting chameleon and truce-breaker, who “changes the rules” mid-flight and directly violated the standards in both the U.S. Constitution and the Holy Bible? Oh, really?... And, in case the reader forgets that Sovereign KING Jesus has the same Divine authority to whack an evil-doer, please see this:

Isaiah 58:6-7 (AMP, Holy Bible; bold-faced blue and underline added for clarity)

6 [Rather] is not this the fast that I have chosen: to loose the bonds of wickedness, to undo the bands of the yoke, to let the oppressed go free, and that you break every [enslaving] yoke?(A)
7 Is it not to divide your bread with the hungry and bring the homeless poor into your house—when you see the naked, that you cover him, and that you hide not yourself from [the needs of] your own flesh and blood?

Cross references:

Matthew 25:31-46 (AMP, Holy Bible)

Words of Jesus in red, AMP comments in [brackets]; selected editorial comments in {{double parenth}}

31 When the Son of Man comes in His glory (His majesty and splendor), and all the holy angels with Him, then He will sit on the throne of His glory.
32 All nations will be gathered before Him, and He will separate them [the people] from one another as a shepherd separates his sheep from the goats;(A)
33 And He will cause the sheep to stand at His right hand, but the goats at His left.
34 Then the King will say to those at His right hand, Come, you blessed of My Father [you [a] favored of God and appointed to eternal salvation], inherit (receive as your own) the kingdom prepared for you from the foundation of the world.
35 For I was hungry and you gave Me food, I was thirsty and you gave Me something to drink, I was a {{homeless, wandering: Cf: Is.58:6-7}} stranger and you [b] brought Me together with yourselves and welcomed and entertained and [c] lodged Me,
36 I was naked and you clothed Me, I was sick and you visited Me [d] with help and ministering care, I was in prison and you came to see Me.(B)
37 Then the just and upright will answer Him, Lord, when did we see You hungry and gave You food, or thirsty and gave You something to drink?
38 And when did we see You a stranger and welcomed and entertained You, or naked and clothed You?
39 And when did we see You sick or in prison and came to visit You?
40 And the King will reply to them, Truly I tell you, in so far as you did it for one of the least [e] in the estimation of men] of these My brethren, you did it for Me.(C)
41 Then He will say to those at His left hand, Begone from Me, you cursed, into the eternal fire prepared for the devil and his angels!
42 For I was hungry and you gave Me no food, I was thirsty and you gave Me nothing to drink,
43 I was a {{homeless, wandering: Cf: Is.58:6-7}} stranger and you did not welcome Me and entertain Me, I was naked and you did not clothe Me, I was sick and in prison and you did not visit Me [f] with help and ministering care.
Then they also [in their turn] will answer, Lord, when did we see You hungry or thirsty or a stranger or naked or sick or in prison, and did not minister to You?

And He will reply to them, Solemnly I declare to you, in so far as you failed to do it for the least [[g]in the estimation of men] of these, you failed to do it for Me. (D)

Then they will go away into eternal {{hell-fire: Matthew 5:22, 18:9; Mark 9:43-47; James 3:6; Revelation 20:14}} punishment {{forever: Genesis 3:22; Jude 1:13; Revelation 20:10}}, but those who are just and upright and in right standing with God into eternal life. (E)

Footnotes:
(a) Matthew 25:34 Joseph Thayer, A Greek-English Lexicon.
(b) Matthew 25:35 Literal meaning.
(c) Matthew 25:35 William Tyndale, The Tyndale Bible.
(d) Matthew 25:36 Kenneth Wuest, Word Studies.
(e) Matthew 25:40 Joseph Thayer, A Greek-English Lexicon.
(g) Matthew 25:45 Joseph Thayer, A Greek-English Lexicon.

Cross references:
(B) Matthew 25:36 : Isa. 58:7.
(D) Matthew 25:45 : Prov. 14:31; 17:5.
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